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We analyse the matrix factorization problem. Given a noisy measurement of a product of two
matrices, the problem is to estimate back the original matrices. It arises in many applications such
as dictionary learning, blind matrix calibration, sparse principal component analysis, blind source
separation, low rank matrix completion, robust principal component analysis or factor analysis. It
is also important in machine learning: unsupervised representation learning can often be studied
through matrix factorization. We use the tools of statistical mechanics – the cavity and replica meth-
ods – to analyze the achievability and computational tractability of the inference problems in the
setting of Bayes-optimal inference, which amounts to assuming that the two matrices have random
independent elements generated from some known distribution, and this information is available to
the inference algorithm. In this setting, we compute the minimal mean-squared-error achievable in
principle in any computational time, and the error that can be achieved by an efficient approximate
message passing algorithm. The computation is based on the asymptotic state-evolution analy-
sis of the algorithm. The performance that our analysis predicts, both in terms of the achieved
mean-squared-error, and in terms of sample complexity, is extremely promising and motivating for
a further development of the algorithm a.
a Part of the results discussed in this paper were presented at the 2013 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory in Istanbul.
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3I. INTRODUCTION
We study in this paper a variety of questions which all deal with the general problem of matrix factorization.
Generically, this problem is stated as follows: Given a M × P dimensional matrix Y , that was obtained from noisy
element-wise measurements of a matrix Z, one seeks a factorization Z = FX, where the M×N dimensional matrix F
and the N×P dimensional matrix X must satisfy some specific requirements like sparsity, low-rank or non-negativity.
From a machine learning point of view, matrix factorization can be applied to unsupervised learning of data
representation [1]. The success of machine learning, including recent progress such as deep learning [2], depends
largely on data representations. Explicit approaches to efficient data representation, such as matrix factorization,
are hence of wide relevance. Other applications that can be formulated as matrix factorization include dictionary
learning or sparse coding [3–5], sparse principal component analysis [6], blind source separation [7], low rank matrix
completion [8, 9] or robust principal component analysis [10], that will be described below.
Theoretical limits on when matrix factorization is possible and computationally tractable are still rather poorly
understood. In this work we make a step towards this understanding by predicting the limits of matrix factorization
and its algorithmic tractability when Z is created using randomly generated matrices F and X, and measured element-
wise via a known noisy output channel Pout(Y |Z). Our results are derived in the limit where N,M,P → ∞ with
fixed ratios M/N = α, P/N = pi. We predict the existence of sharp phase transitions in this limit and provide the
explicit formalism to locate them.
We use two types of methods in this paper. The first one is based on a generalization of approximate message
passing (AMP) [11] to the matrix factorization problem, and on its asymptotic analysis which is known in statistical
physics as the cavity method [12, 13], and has been called state evolution in the context of compressed sensing [11].
The second method that we use in the following is the replica method. These two methods are widely believed to
be exact in the context of theoretical statistical physics, but most of the results that we shall obtain in the present
work are not rigorously established. Our predictions have thus the status of conjectures. A first cross-check of the
correctness of these conjectures is the fact that the two methods give identical results. This has been understood first
in the context of spin glasses [12].
This work builds upon some previous steps that we described in earlier reports [14, 15]. The message passing
algorithm related to our analysis was first presented in [15] and is very closely related to the Big-AMP algorithm
developed and tested in [16–18]; relations and differences with Big-AMP will be mentioned in several places throughout
the paper. Our main focus here, beside the detailed derivation of the algorithm, is the asymptotic analysis and
phase diagrams which were not studied in [16–18]. We also discuss several variants of the AMP algorithm that are
interesting for theoretical reasons. Several of these variants, however, have convergence problems when implemented
straightforwardly. For a robust implementation of the algorithm that can be used on practical benchmarks we refer
to the works [17, 18].
Our general method provides a unifying framework for the study of computational tractability and identifiability of
various matrix factorization problems. The first step for this synergy is the formulation of the problem via a graphical
model (see Fig. 1) that is amenable to analysis using the present methods.
The phase diagrams that we shall derive establishes for each problem two types of thresholds in the plane α−pi : the
threshold where the problem of matrix factorization ceases to be solvable in principle, and the threshold where AMP
ceases to find the best solution. In most existing works the computation of phase transitions was treated separately
for each of the various problems. For instance, redundant dictionaries for sparse representations and low rankness are
usually thought as two different kinds of dimensional reduction. Interestingly, in our work a wide class of problems is
treated within one unified formalism; this is theoretically interesting in the context of recent developments [19].
A. Statement of the problem
In a general matrix factorization problem one measures some information about matrix elements of the product
of two unknown matrices F ∈ RM×N and X ∈ RN×P , whose matrix elements will be denoted Fµi and Xil. Let us
denote the product Z = FX ∈ RM×P , with elements
zµl =
N∑
i=1
FµiXil . (1)
The element-wise measurement yµl of zµl is then specified by some known probability distribution function Pout(yµl|zµl),
so that:
Pout(Y |Z) =
∏
µ,l
Pµlout(yµl|zµl) . (2)
4The goal of matrix factorization is to estimate both matrices F and X from the measurements Y .
In this paper we will treat this problem in the framework of Bayesian inference. In particular we will assume that
the matrices F and X were both generated from a known separable probability distribution
PF (F ) =
M∏
µ=1
N∏
i=1
PµiF (Fµi) , (3)
PX(X) =
N∏
i=1
P∏
l=1
P ilX(Xil) . (4)
Although we restrict to separable prior probability distributions PF (F ), PX(X), it turns out that these priors can
encode a broad range constraints such as, for instance sparsity. This is the reason why so many different problems
can be studied within our scheme. The output channel Pout(y, z) can be of a rather generic nature, thus including
various kinds of additive and multiplicative noise; in the spirit of activation functions from neural networks it can
degrade the information included in the measurement by e.g. keeping only the sign of elements of z.
In the following we shall mostly study the case where the distributions PµiF are all identical (there is a single
distribution PF (Fµi)), and the distributions P
il
X for various il (as well as P
µl
out for various µl) are also all identical.
Our approach can be generalized to the case where PµiF , P
il
X , P
µl
out depend in a known way on the indices µi, il,
and µl, provided that this dependence is through parameters that themselves are taken from separable probability
distributions. Examples of such dependence include the blind matrix calibration or the factor analysis. On the other
hand our theory does not cover the case of an arbitrary matrix F˜µi for which we would have P
µi
F = δ(Fµi − F˜µi).
The posterior distribution of F and X given the measurements Y is written as
P (F,X|Y ) = 1Z(Y )PF (F )PX(X)Pout(Y |FX) =
1
Z(Y )
∏
µ,i
PF (Fµi)
∏
i,l
PX(Xil)
∏
µ,l
Pout
(
yµl|
∑
i
FµiXil
)
, (5)
where Z(Y ) is the normalization constant, known as the partition function in statistical physics.
Notice that, while the original problem of finding F and X, given the measurements Y , is not well determined
(because of the possibility to obtain, from a given solution, an infinity of other solutions through the transformation
F → FU−1 and X → UX, where U is any N × N nonsingular matrix), the fact of using well defined priors PµiF
and P ilX actually lifts the degeneracy: the problem of finding the most probable F,X given the measurements and
the priors is well defined. In case the priors PµiF and P
il
X do not depend on the indices µl and il we are left with a
permutational symmetry between the N column of F and N rows of X. Both in the algorithm and the asymptotic
analysis this symmetry is broken and one of the N solutions is chosen at random.
Typically, in most applications, the distributions Pout, PF and PX will depend on a set of parameters (such as the
mean, variance, sparsity, noise strength, etc.) that we usually will not write explicitly in the general case, in order
to simplify the notations. The prior knowledge of these parameters is not necessarily required in our approach: these
parameters can be learned via an expectation-maximization-like algorithm that we will discuss briefly in section II E.
Note also that Eq. 1 can be multiplied by an arbitrary constant: with a corresponding change in the output function
the problem will not be modified. In the derivations of this paper we choose the above constant in such a way that
the elements of matrices X, Y , and Z are of order O(1), whereas the elements of F scale in a consistent way, meaning
that the mean of each Fµi is of order O(1/N) and its variance is also of order O(1/N).
B. Bayes-optimal inference
Our paper deals with the general case of incomplete information. This happens when the reconstruction assumes
that the matrices X, F and Y were generated with some distributions PX , PF and Pout(Y |Z), whereas in reality the
matrices were generated using some other distributions PX0 , PF 0 and P
0
out(Y |Z). The message passing algorithm and
its asymptotic evolution will be derived in this general case.
However, our most important results concern the Bayes-optimal setting, i.e. when we assume that
PX0 = PX , PF 0 = PF , P
0
out(Y |Z) = Pout(Y |Z) . (6)
In this case, an estimator X? that minimizes the mean-squared error (MSE) with respect to the original signal X0,
defined as
MSE(X|Y ) =
∫
dF 0 dX0
[
1
PN
∑
il
(Xil −X0il)2
]
P (F 0, X0|Y ) , (7)
5is obtained from marginals of Xil with respect to the posterior probability measure P (F,X|Y ), i.e.,
X?il =
∫
dXilXil νil(Xil) , where νil(Xil) ≡
∫
{Fµj}
∫
{Xjn}jn 6=il
P (F,X|Y ) , (8)
is the marginal probability distribution of the variable il. The mean squared error achieved by this optimal estimator
is called the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) in this paper.
A similar result holds for the estimator of F 0 that minimizes the mean-squared error
MSE(F |Y ) =
∫
dF 0 dX0
 1
M
∑
µi
(Fµi − F 0µi)2
P (F 0, X0|Y ) , (9)
which is obtained from the mean of Fµi with respect to the posterior probability measure P (F,X|Y ). In the remainder
of this article we will be using these estimators.
C. Statement of the main result
The main result of this paper are explicit formulas for the MMSE achievable in the Bayes optimal setting (as
defined above) for the matrix factorization problem in the “thermodynamic limit”, i.e. when N,M,P → ∞ with
fixed ratios M/N = α, P/N = pi. When sparsity is involved we consider that a finite fraction of matrix elements are
non-zero. Similarly, when we treat matrices with low ranks we consider again the ranks to be a finite fraction of the
total dimension. We also derive the AMP-MSE, i.e. the mean square error achievable by the approximate message
passing algorithm as derived in this paper.
So far we were characterizing the output channel by the conditional distribution P 0out(y|z0) or Pout(y|z). It will be
useful to think of the output as a deterministic function h of z and of random variables w, i.e. yµl = h(zµl, wµl) =
h0(z0µl, w
0
µl). The random (“noise”) variables w and w
0 are specified by their probability distributions P (w) and
P0(w
0). We can relate Pout to h as follows
Pout(y|z) =
∫
P (w) dw δ[y − h(z, w)] , (10)
P 0out(y|z0) =
∫
P0(w
0) dw0 δ[y − h0(z0, w0)] , (11)
To compute the MMSE and AMP-MSE we need to analyze the fixed points of the following iterative equation.
mt+1X =
∫
dXPX(X)
∫
Dξ f2X
[
1
αmtF mˆ
t
,
αmtF mˆ
tX + ξ
√
αmtF mˆ
t
αmtF mˆ
t
]
, (12)
mt+1F =
∫
dFPF (F )
∫
Dξ f2F
[
1
pimtXmˆ
t
,
pimtXmˆ
t
√
NF + ξ
√
pimtXmˆ
t
pimtXmˆ
t
]
, (13)
mˆt = −
∫
dwP (w)
∫
dp dz
e
− p2
2mt
F
mt
X e
− (z−p)2
2[〈(z0)2〉−mt
F
mt
X
]
2pi
√
mtFm
t
X(〈(z0)2〉 −mtFmtX)
∂pgout(p, h(z, w), 〈(z0)2〉 −mtFmtX) , (14)
where Dξ is a notation for a Gaussian probability measure dξe−ξ2/2/√2pi. We denoted 〈(z0)2〉 = NE[(F 0)2]E[(X0)2].
Here fX and fF are the so-called input functions, they are defined using the prior distributions PX and PF as
fX(Σ, T ) ≡
∫
dXXPX(X)e
− (X−T )22Σ∫
dX PX(X)e−
(X−T )2
2Σ
(15)
fF (Z,W ) ≡
√
N
∫
dF FPF (F )e
− (
√
NF−W )2
2Z∫
dF PF (F )e−
(
√
NF−W )2
2Z
. (16)
The output function gout is defined using the output probability Pout as
gout(ω, y, V ) ≡
∫
dzPout(y|z) (z − ω) e− (z−ω)
2
2V
V
∫
dzPout(y|z)e− (z−ω)
2
2V
. (17)
6The MSE is computed as MSEF = E[(F 0)2] − mF and MSEX = E[(X0)2] − mX with mF and mX being fixed
points of (12-14).
The AMP-MSE is obtained from a fixed point reached with a so-called uninformative initialization. The uninforma-
tive initialization does not use any information about the seeked matrices F 0, X0, it uses only the prior distributions,
it is defined as
mt=0F = NE[F ]2 , mt=0X = E[X]2 . (18)
In case the prior distribution depends on another random variables, e.g. in case of matrix calibration, we take
additional average with respect to that variable. If the above initialization gives mt=0F = 0 and m
t=0
X = 0 then this
is a fixed point of the above iterative equations. This is due to the permutational symmetry between the columns of
matrix F and rows of matrix X. To obtain a nontrivial fixed point we initialize at mt=0F = η for some very small η,
corresponding to an infinitesimal prior information about the matrix elements of the matrix F .
To compute the MMSE we need to initialize the iterations in an informative way, using the knowledge of the true
X0 and F 0. This informative initialization is defined as an infinitesimal perturbation of
mt=0F = NE[(F 0)2] , mt=0X = E[(X0)2] . (19)
If the resulting fixed point agrees with the AMP-MSE then this is also the MMSE. In case that this informative
initialization leads to a different fixed point than the AMP-MSE then the MMSE is given by the one of them for
which the following free entropy is larger
φ(mF ,mX , mˆF = pimXmˆ, mˆX = αmF mˆ) = (20)
αpi
∫
dyDξDu0Pout
(
y|
√
Q0FQ
0
X −mFmXu0 +
√
mFmXξ
)
log
(∫
DuPout
(
y|
√
Q0FQ
0
X −mFmXu+
√
mFmXξ
))
+α
(
−mˆFmF
2
+
∫
Dξ dF 0e−NmˆF2 (F 0)2+
√
NmˆF ξF
0
PF (F
0) log
(∫
dFe−
NmˆF
2 F
2+
√
NmˆF ξFPF (F )
))
+pi
(
−mˆXmX
2
+
∫
Dξ dX0e− mˆX2 (X0)2+
√
mˆXξX
0
PX(X
0) log
(∫
dXe−
mˆX
2 X
2+
√
mˆXξXPX(X)
))
,
Sections III, IV, V are devoted to the derivation of these formulas for MMSE and AMP-MSE. In section VI we
then give a number of examples of phase diagram for specific applications of the matrix factorization problem.
We reiterate at this point that whereas our results are exact results within the theoretical physics scope of the
cavity/replica method, we do not provide their proofs and their mathematical status is that of conjectures. We devote
section II C to explaining the reasons of why this is so. The situation is comparable to the predictions-conjectures
that were made for the satisfiability threshold [20], which have been partly established rigorously recently [21], or the
predictions-conjectures that were made for the CDMA problem [22, 23], and were later proved by [24, 25].
D. Applications of matrix factorization
Several important problems which have received a lot of attention recently are special cases of the matrix factor-
ization problem as set above. In this paper we will analyse the following ones.
a. Dictionary learning. This is a basic example of finding a representation of data that is advantageous in some
way. Representation learning [1] is a concept behind many machine learning applications, including the deep learning
framework which has become very popular in recent time [2]. In the context of representation learning dictionary
learning is sometimes referred to as sparse coding [1].
Dictionary learning relies on the fact that signals of interest are often sparse in some basis; this property is widely
used in data compression and more recently in compressed sensing. A lot of work has been devoted to analyzing bases
in which different data are sparse. The goal of dictionary learning is to infer a basis in which the data are sparse
based purely on a large number of samples from the data. The M × P matrix Y then represents the P samples of
M -dimensional data. The goal is to decompose Y = FX + W into a M ×N matrix F , and a N × P sparse matrix
X, W is the noise.
In this paper we will analyse the following teacher-student scenario of dictionary learning. We will generate a
random Gaussian matrix F 0 with iid elements of zero mean and variance 1/N , and a random Gauss-Bernoulli matrix
X0 with fraction 0 < ρ < 1 of non-zero elements. The non-zero elements of X0 will be iid Gaussian with mean X
7and variance σ. The noise W 0 with elements w0µl is also iid Gaussian with zero mean and variance ∆. We hence have
PF (Fµi) = PF 0(Fµi) =
1√
2pi/N
e−
NF2µi
2 , (21)
PX(Xil) = PX0(Xil) = (1− ρ)δ(Xil) + ρ√
2piσ
e−
(Xil−X)2
2σ , (22)
Pout(yµl|zµl) = 1√
2pi∆
e−
(yµl−zµl)2
2∆ , (23)
where δ(X) is the Dirac delta function. The goal is to infer F 0 and X0 from the knowledge of Y with the smallest
possible number of samples P .
In the noiseless case, ∆ = 0, exact reconstruction might be possible only when the observed information is larger
that the information that we want to infer. This provides a simple counting bound on the number of needed samples P :
P ≥ α
α− ρN . (24)
Note that the above assumptions on PF , PX and Pout likely do not hold in any realistic problem. However, it is of
theoretical interest to analyze the average theoretical performance and computational tractability of such a problem,
as it gives a well defined benchmark. Moreover, we anticipate that if we develop an algorithm working well in the
above case it might also work well in many real applications where the above assumptions are not satisfied, in the
same spirit as the approximated message passing algorithm derived for compressed sensing with zero mean Gaussian
measurement matrices [11] works also for other kinds of matrices.
Typically, we would look for an invertible basis F 0 with N = M , in that case we speak of a square dictionary.
However, with the compressed-sensing application in mind, it is also very interesting to consider that Y might be
under-sampled measurements of the actual signal, corresponding then to α = M/N < 1. Hence we will be interested
in the whole range 0 < α ≤ 1. The regime of α < 1 corresponds to an overcomplete dictionary, in which case each of
the P measurements ~yl is a sparse linear combination of the columns (atoms) of the dictionary.
We remind that the N columns of the matrix F 0 can always be permuted arbitrarily and multiplied by ±1. This is
also true for rows of the matrix X0: all these operations do not change Y , nor the posterior probability distribution.
This is hence an intrinsic freedom in the dictionary learning problems that we have to keep in mind. Note that
many works consider the dictionary to be column normalized, which lifts part of the degeneracy in some optimization
formulations of the problem. In our setting the equivalent of column normalization is asymptotically determined by
the properties of the prior distribution.
b. Blind matrix calibration. In dictionary learning one does not have any specific information about the ele-
ments F 0µi. However in some applications of compressed sensing one might have an approximate knowledge of the
measurement matrix: it is often possible to use known samples of the signal X in order to calibrate the matrix in a
supervised manner (i.e. using known training samples of the signal). Sometimes, however, the known training samples
are not available and hence the only way to calibrate is to measure a number of unknown samples and perform their
reconstruction and calibration of the matrix at the same time, such a scenario is called the blind calibration.
In blind matrix calibration, the properties of the signal and the output function are the same as in dictionary
learning, eqs. (22-23). As for the matrix elements F 0µi one knows a noisy estimation F
′
µi. In this work we will assume
that this estimation was obtained from F 0µi as follows
F ′µi =
F 0µi +
√
ηξµi√
1 + η
, (25)
where ξµi is a Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance 1/N . This way, if the matrix elements F
0
µi
have zero mean and variance 1/N , then the same is true for the elements F ′µi.
The control parameter η is then quantifying how well one knows the measurement matrix. It provides a way
to interpolate between the pure compressed sensing η = 0, where one knows the measurement matrix F 0, and the
dictionary learning problems η →∞. Explicitly, the prior distribution of a given element of the matrix F is
PF (Fµi) = N
(
F ′µi√
1 + η
,
η
N(1 + η)
)
, (26)
where N (a, b) is a Gaussian distribution with mean a and variance b.
8c. Low-rank matrix completion Another special case of matrix factorization that is often studied is the low-rank
matrix completion. In that case one “knows” only a small (but in our case finite when N →∞) fraction  of elements
of the M ×P matrix Y . Also one knows which elements are known and which are not; let us callM the set on which
elements are known, it is a set of size MP . In this case the output function is:
Pout(yµl|zµl) = 1√
2pi∆
e−
(yµl−zµl)2
2∆ if µl ∈M ,
=
1√
2pi
e−
y2µl
2 if µl /∈M . (27)
The precise choice on the function on the second line is arbitrary as long as it does not depend on the zµl. In what
follows we will assume that the MP known elements were chosen uniformly at random.
In low rank matrix completion N is small compared to M and P , hence both pi and α are relatively large. Note,
however, that the limit we analyse in this paper keeps pi = O(1) and α = O(1) while N → ∞, whereas in many
previous works on low-rank matrix completion the rank was considered to be O(1) and hence α and pi of order O(N).
Compared to those works the analysis here applies to “not-so-low-rank” matrix completion. The question is what
fraction  of elements of Y needs to be known in order to be able to reconstruct the two matrices F 0 and X0.
For negligible measurement noise, ∆ = 0, a simple counting bound gives that the fraction of known elements we
need for reconstruction is at least
 ≥ α+ pi
αpi
. (28)
Again we will study the student-teacher scenario when a low-rank Z is generated from X0 and F 0 having iid
elements distributed according to eq. (21) and (22) with ρ = 1 (no sparsity). To construct Y we keep a random
fraction  of elements of Z, and the goal is to reconstruct X0 and F 0 from that knowledge.
We also note that variants on matrix completion where the output channel Pout(y, z) keeps only the sign of z were
also considered, called 1-bit matrix completion, and have some interesting properties reported in [26, 27].
d. Sparse PCA and blind source separation Principal component analysis (PCA) is a well-known tool for di-
mensional reduction. One usually considers the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a given matrix and keeps a
given number of largest values, thus minimizing the mean square error between the original matrix and its low-rank
approximation. The SVD is computationally tractable, and provides the minimization of the mean square error be-
tween the original matrix and its low-rank approximation. However, with additional constraints there is no general
computationally tractable approach.
A variant of PCA that is relevant for a number practical application requires that one of the low-rank components
is sparse. The goal is then to approximate a matrix Y by a product FX where F is a tall matrix, and X a wide
sparse matrix. The teacher-student scenario for sparse PCA that we will analyse in this paper uses eq. (21-23) and the
matrix dimensions are such that pi = P/N and α = M/N are both large, but still of order O(1), and comparable one
to the other. Hence it is only the region of interest for α and pi that makes this problem different from the dictionary
learning. Note that, in the same way as for the matrix completion, many works in the literature consider N = O(1)
whereas here we have N → ∞ in such a way that pi = P/N = O(1) and α = M/N = O(1). Hence we work with
low rank, but not as low as most of the existing literature. For a statistical physics study following the lines of the
present paper where the rank is O(1) see [28].
In the zero measurement noise case, ∆ = 0, the simple counting bound gives that the rank N for which the
reconstruction problem may be solvable needs to be smaller than
N ≤ MP
M + ρP
. (29)
One important application where sparse PCA is relevant is the blind source separation problem. Given N ρ-sparse
(in some known basis) source-signals of dimension P , they are mixed in an unknown way via a matrix F into M
channel measurements Y . In blind source separation typically both the number of sources N and the number of
channels (sensors) M are small compared to P . When N < M we obtain an overdetermined problem which may
be solvable even for ρ = 1. More interesting is the undetermined case with the number of sensors smaller than the
number of sources, M < N , which would not be solvable unless the signal is sparse ρ < 1 (in some basis), in that case
the bound (29) applies.
e. Robust PCA Another variant of PCA that arises often in practice is the robust PCA, where the matrix Y is
very close to a low rank matrix FX plus a sparse full rank matrix. The interpretation is that Y was created as low
rank but then a small fraction of elements was distorted by a large additive noise. The resulting Y is hence not low
rank.
9In this paper we will analyse a case of robust PCA when F and X are generated from eq. (21-22) with ρ = 1 and
the output function is
Pout(yµl|zµl) =  1√
2pi∆s
e−
(yµl−zµl)2
2∆s + (1− ) 1√
2pi∆l
e
− (yµl−zµl)
2
2∆l , (30)
where  is the fraction of elements that were not largely distorted, ∆s  1 is the small measurement noise on the
non-distorted elements, ∆l is the large measurement noise on the distorted elements. We will require ∆l ≈ X2 + σ
to be comparable to the variance of zµl such that there is no reliable way to tell which elements were distorted by
simply looking at the distribution of yµl. The parameters regime we are interested in here is pi and α both relatively
large and comparable one to another.
In robust PCA in the zero measurement noise case, ∆s = 0, the simple counting bound gives that the fraction of
non-distorted elements  under which the reconstruction may still be solvable needs to satisfy the same bound as for
matrix completion (28). Indeed this counting bound does not distinguish between the case of matrix completion when
the position of known elements of Y is known and the case of RPCA when their positions are unknown.
f. Factor analysis One major objective of multivariate data analysis is to infer an appropriate mechanism from
which observed high-dimensional data are generated. Factor analysis (FA) is a representative methodology for this
purpose. Let us suppose that a set of M -dimensional vectors y1,y2, . . . ,yP is given and its mean is set to zero by a
pre-processing. Under such a setting, FA assumes that each observed vector yl is generated by N(≤M)-dimensional
common factor Xl and M -dimensional unique factor wl as yl = FXl + wl, where F ∈ RM×N is termed the loading
matrix. The goal is to determine the entire set of F , X = (X1,X2, . . . ,XP ), and W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wP ) from only
Y = (y1,y2, . . . ,yP ). Therefore, FA is also expressed as a factorization problem of the form of Y = FX + W in
matrix terms.
The characteristic feature of FA is to take into account the site dependence of the output function as
Pout(yµl|zµl, ψµ) = 1√
2piψµ
e
− (yµl−zµl)
2
2ψµ , (31)
where ψµ denotes the variance of the µ-th component of the unique factor. In addition, it is normally assumed
that Xl (l = 1, 2, . . . , P ) independently obeys a zero mean multivariate Gaussian distribution, the variance of which
is set to the identity matrix in the basic case. These assumptions make it possible to express the log-likelihood
of F,Ψ given Y in a compact manner as logP (Y |F,Ψ) = log
(∫ ∏M,P
µ=1,l=1 Pout(yµl|zµl, ψµ)
∏N,P
i=1,l=1 PX(Xil)dX
)
=
−P2 log det
(
FFT + Ψ
) − 12 ∑Pl=1 yTl (FFT + Ψ)−1 yl + const, where Ψ = (ψµδµν) ∈ RM×M . In a standard scheme,
F and Ψ, which parameterize the generative mechanism of the observed data Y , are determined by maximizing the
log-likelihood function [29]. After obtaining these, the posterior distribution P (X|Y, FML,ΨML) is used to estimate
the common factor X, where FML and ΨML are the maximum likelihood estimators of F and Ψ, respectively. Finally,
unique factor W is determined from the relation Y = FX + W . Other heuristics to minimize certain discrepancies
between the sample variance-covariance matrix P−1Y Y T and FFT + Ψ are also conventionally used for determining
F and Ψ. As an alternative approach, we employ the Bayesian inference for FA.
g. Non-negative matrix factorization In many application of matrix factorization it is known that both the
coefficient of the signals X and the coefficients of the dictionary F must be non-negative. In our setting this can be
taken into account easily by imposing the distributions PX and PF to have non-negative support. In the student-
teacher scenario of this paper we can hence consider the nonzero elements of X to be PX(X) = 0 for X < 0 and
PX(X) = N(X,σ) for X > 0, and analogously for PF .
E. Related work and positioning of our contribution
Matrix factorization and its special cases as mentioned above are well-studied problems with extensive theoretical
and algorithmic literature that we cannot fully cover here. We will hence only give examples of relevant works and will
try to be exhaustive only concerning papers that are very closely related to our work (i.e. papers using message-passing
algorithms or analyzing the same phase transitions in the same scaling limits).
The dictionary learning problem was identified in the work of [3, 4] in the context of image representation in the
visual cortex, and the problem was studied extensively since [5]. Learning of overcomplete dictionaries for sparse
representations of data has many applications, see e.g. [30]. MOD [31] and K-SVD [32] are two representative
algorithms for the dictionary learning. Several authors studied the identifiability of the dictionary under various
(in general weaker than ours) assumptions, e.g. [33–39]. An interesting view on the place of sparse and redundant
representations in todays signal processing is given in [19].
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A nice overview of recent progress on low-rank matrix factorization from incomplete observations is given in [27].
The two closely related problems of sparse principal component analysis or blind source separation is also explored in
a number of works, see e.g. [40–44]. A short survey on the topic with relevant references can be found in [45]. Matrix
completion is another problem that belongs to the class treated in this paper. Again, many important works were
devoted to this problem giving theoretical guarantees, algorithm and applications, see e.g. [8, 9, 46, 47]. Another
related problem is the robust principal component analysis that was also studied by many authors; algorithms and
theoretical limits were analyzed in [10, 48–50].
Our work differs from the mainstream of existing literature in its general positioning. Let us mention here some of
the main differences with most other works.
• Most existing works concentrate on finding theoretical guarantees and algorithms that work in the worst possible
case of matrices F and X. In our work we analyze the typical cases when elements of F and X are generated at
random. Arguably a worst case analysis is useful for practical applications in that it provides some guarantee.
On the other hand, in some large-size applications one can be confronted in practice with a situation which is
closer to the typical case that we study here. Our typical-case analysis provides results that are much tighter
than those usually obtained in literature in terms of both achievability and computational tractability. For
instance our results imply much smaller sample complexity, or much smaller mean-squared error for a given
signal-to-noise ratio, etc.
• Our main contribution is the asymptotic phase diagram of Bayes-optimal inference in matrix factorization.
Special cases of our result cover important problems in signal processing and machine learning. In the present
work we do not concentrate on the validation of the associated approximate message-passing algorithm on
practical examples, nor on its comparison with existing algorithms. A contribution in this direction can be
found in [15, 18].
• A large part of existing machine-learning and signal-processing literature provides theorems. Our work is based
on statistical physics methods that are conjectured to give exact results. While many results obtained with
these methods on a variety of problems have been indeed proven later on, a general proof that these methods
are rigorous is not known yet.
• Many existing algorithms are based on convex relaxations of the corresponding problems. In this paper we
analyze the Bayes-optimal setting. Not surprisingly, this setting gives a much better performance than convex
relaxation. The reason why it is less studied is that it is often considered as hopelessly complicated from the
algorithmic perspective; however some recent results using message-passing algorithms which stand at the core
of our analysis have shown very good performance in the Bayes-optimal problem. Besides, the Bayes-optimal
offers an optimal benchmark for testing algorithmic methods.
• When treating low-rank matrices we consider the rank to be a finite fraction of the total dimension, whereas
most of existing literature considers the rank to be a finite constant. The AMP algorithm derived in this paper
can of course be used as a heuristics also in the constant rank case, but our results about MMSE are exact only
in the limit where the rank is a finite fraction of the total dimension. Also note that for the special case of rank
one the AMP algorithm was derived and analysed rigorously [51, 52].
• When treating sparsity we consider the number of non-zeros is a finite fraction of the total dimension, whereas
existing literature often considers a constant number of non-zeros. Again the AMP algorithm derived in this
paper can of course be used as a heuristics also in the constant number of non-zeros case, but our results about
MMSE are exact only in the limit where the density is a finite fraction of the total dimension.
The paper is organized as follows: First, Sec. II, we explain the statistical physics background for the Bayes-optimal
inference. In Sec. III we give a detailed derivation of the approximate message passing algorithm for the matrix
factorization problem. This algorithm is equivalent to maximization of the Bethe free entropy, whose expression
is discussed in Sec. IV. These first two sections thus state our algorithmic approach to matrix factorization. The
asymptotic performance of the AMP algorithm and the Bayes-optimal MMSE are analyzed in Sec. V using two
technics: i) the state evolution of the AMP algorithm and ii) the replica method. As usual, the two methods are
found to agree and to give the same predictions. We then use these results in order to study some exemples of matrix
factorization problems in Sec. VI. In particular we derive the phase diagram, the MMSE and the sample complexity
of dictionary learning, blind matrix calibration, sparse PCA, blind source separation, low rank matrix completion,
robust PCA and factor analysis. Our results are summarized and discussed in the conclusion in Sec. VII.
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II. ELEMENTS OF THE BACKGROUND FROM STATISTICAL PHYSICS
A. The Nishimori identities
There are important identities that hold for the Bayes-optimal inference and that simplify many of the calculations
that follow. In the physics of disordered systems these identities are known as the Nishimori identities [53–55].
Basically, they follow from the fact that the true signal F 0, X0 is an equilibrium configuration with respect to the
Boltzmann measure P (F,X|Y ) (5). Hence many properties of the true signal F 0, X0 can be computed by using
averages over the distribution P (F,X|Y ) even if one does not know F 0, X0 precisely (5).
In order to derive the Nishimori identities, we need to define three types of averages: the thermodynamic average,
the double thermodynamic average, and the disorder average.
• Consider a function A(F,X) depending on a “trial” configuration F and X. We define the “thermodynamic
average” of A given Y as:
〈A(F,X)〉F,X|Y ≡
∫
dX dF A(F,X)P (F,X|Y ) , (32)
where P (F,X|Y ) is given by Eq. (5). The thermodynamic average 〈A(F,X)〉F,X|Y is a function of Y .
• Similarly, for a function A(F1, X1, F2, X2) that depends on two trial configurations X1, F1 and X2, F2, we define
the “double thermodynamic average” of A given Y as:
〈〈A(F1, X1, F2, X2)〉〉F1,X1,F2,X2|Y ≡
∫
dX1 dF1 dX2 dF2A(F1, X1, F2, X2)P (F1, X1|Y )P (F2, X2|Y ) ; (33)
this is again a function of Y .
• For a function B that depends on the measurement Y and on the true signal F 0, X0, we define the “disorder
average” as
[B(F 0, X0, Y )]F 0,X0,Y ≡
∫
dY dX0 dF 0 PX(X
0)PF (F
0)Pout(Y |F 0X0)B(F 0, X0, Y ) . (34)
Note that if the quantity B depends only on Y , then we have
[B(Y )]Y ≡
∫
dY Z(Y )B(Y ) . (35)
This is simply because the partition function Z(Y ) is Z(Y ) = ∫ dX0 dF 0 PX(X0)PF (F 0)Pout(Y |F 0X0).
Let us now derive the Nishimori identities. We consider a function A(F,X, F 0, X0) that depends on the trial
configuration F,X and on the true signal F 0, X0. Its thermodynamic average 〈A(F,X, F 0, X0)〉F,X|Y is a function of
the measurement Y and the true signal F 0, X0. The disorder average of this quantity can be written as
[〈A(F,X, F 0, X0)〉F,X|Y ]F 0,X0,Y
=
∫
dF 0 dX0 dY PX(X
0)PF (F
0)Pout(Y |F 0X0)
∫
dF dX A(F,X, F 0, X0)P (F,X|Y )
=
∫
dY Z(Y )
∫
dF 0 dX0dF dX A(F 0, X0, F,X)
PX(X
0)PF (F
0)Pout(Y |F 0X0)
Z(Y ) P (F,X|Y ) . (36)
In this last expression, renaming F,X to F1, X1 and F
0, X0 to F2, X2, we see that the average over F,X, F
0, X0 is
nothing but the double thermodynamic average:
[〈A(F,X, F 0, X0)〉F,X|Y ]F 0,X0,Y =
∫
dY Z(Y )
∫
dF1 dX1 dF2 dX2A(F1, X1, F2, X2)P (F1, X1|Y )P (F2, X2|Y )
= [〈〈A(F1, X1, F2, X2)〉〉F1,X1,F2,X2|Y ]Y , (37)
where in the last step we have used the form (35) of the disorder average.
The identity
[〈A(F,X, F 0, X0)〉F,X|Y ]F 0,X0,Y = [〈〈A(F1, X1, F2, X2)〉〉F1,X1,F2,X2|Y ]Y (38)
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is the general form of the Nishimori identity. Written in this way, it holds for many inference problems where the
model for signal generation is known.
Self-averaging is a property that is assumed to hold for many quantities in statistical physics. Self-averaging
means that in the thermodynamic limit (as introduced in the first paragraph of section I C) the distribution
of 〈A(F,X, F 0, X0)〉F,X|Y concentrates with respect to the realization of disorder Y, F 0, X0. In other words for
large system sizes the quantity 〈A(F,X, F 0, X0)〉F,X|Y converges with probability one to its average over disorder,
[〈A(F,X, F 0, X0)〉F,X|Y ]F 0,X0,Y . Self-averaging implies the existence of the thermodynamic limit and is in general
very challenging to prove rigorously. Self-averaging makes the Nishimori identity very useful in practice.
To give one particularly useful example, let us define mX = (1/(PN))
∑
ilX
0
ilXil and qX = (1/(PN))
∑
ilX
1
ilX
2
il.
The Nishimori identity states that [〈mX〉F,X|Y ]F 0,X0,Y = [〈〈qX〉〉]F1,X1,F2,X2|Y ]Y . Assuming that the quantities mX
and qX are self-averaging, we obtain in the thermodynamic limit, for almost all Y : 〈mX〉F,X|Y = 〈〈qX〉〉F1,X1,F2,X2|Y .
Explicitly, this gives:
(1/(PN))
∑
il
X0il〈Xil〉F,X|Y = (1/(PN))
∑
il
(〈Xil〉F,X|Y )2 + oN (1) . (39)
where oN (1) is going to zero as N →∞. This is a remarkable identity concerning the mean of Xil with the posterior
distribution νil(Xil). The left-hand side measures the overlap between this mean and the sought true value X
0
il. The
right-hand side measures the self overlap of the mean, which can be estimated without any knowledge of the true
value X0il, by generating two independent samples from P (F,X|Y ).
By symmetry, all these examples apply also to averages and functions of the matrix F :
(1/M)
∑
µl
F 0µl〈Fµl〉F,X|Y = (1/M)
∑
il
(〈Fµl〉F,X|Y )2 + oN (1) . (40)
Validity of the relation (39) also follows straightforwardly from the self-averaging property and an elementary
relation for conditional expectations E(E(X|Y )X) = E((E(X|Y ))2).
Another example of a Nishimori identity used in our derivation is eq. (108). Note that this one is crucial to maintain
certain variance-related variables strictly positive as explained in section III C. Without eq. (108) the AMP algorithm
may have pathological numerical behavior causing that some by definition strictly positive quantities become negative.
Deeper understanding of this problem in cases where Nishimori identities cannot be imposed is under investigation.
Nishimori identities also greatly simplify the state evolution equations of section V A 1. In general state evolution
involves nine coupled equations. However, after imposing Nishimori identities, eqs. (187-189), we are left with only
three coupled equations.
B. Easy/hard and possible/impossible phase transitions
Fixed points of equations (12-14) allow us to evaluate the MMSE of the matrix F and of the matrix X. We
investigate two fixed points: The one that is reached from the “uninformative” initialization (18), and the fixed
point that is reached with the informative (planted) initialization (19). If these two initializations lead to a different
fixed point it is the one with the largest value of the Bethe free entropy (21) that corresponds to the Bayes-optimal
MMSE. The reason for this is that the Bethe free entropy is the exponent of the normalization constant in the
posterior probability distribution: a larger Bethe free entropy is hence related to a fixed point that corresponds to
an exponentially larger probability. Furthermore, in cases where the uninformative initialization does not lead to this
Bayes-optimal MMSE we anticipate that the optimal solution is hard to reach for a large class of algorithms.
Depending on the application in question and the value of parameters (α, pi, ρ, , . . . ) we can sometimes identify a
phase transition, i.e. a sharp change in behavior of the MMSE. As in statistical physics it is instrumental to distinguish
two kinds of phase transitions
• Second order phase transition: In this case there are two regions of parameters. In one, the recovery performance
is poor (positive MMSE); in the other one the recovery is perfect (zero MMSE). This situation can arrive only
in zero noise, with positive noise there is a smooth “crossover” and the transition between the phase of good
and poor recovery is not sharply defined. Interestingly, as we will see, in all examples where we observed the
second order phase transition, its location coincides with the simple counting bounds discussed in Section I D.
In the phase with poor MMSE, there is simply not enough information in the data to recover the original signal
(independently of the recovery algorithm or its computational complexity). Experience from statistical physics
tells us that in problems where such a second order phase transition happens, and more generally in cases where
the state evolution (12-14) has a unique fixed point, there is no fundamental barrier that would prevent good
algorithms to attain the MMSE. And in particular our analysis suggest that in the limit of large system sizes
the AMP algorithm derived in this paper should be able to achieve this Bayes-optimal MMSE.
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• First order phase transition: A more subtle phenomenology can be observed in the low-noise regime of dictionary
learning, sparse PCA and blind matrix calibration. In some region of parameters, that we call the “spinodal”
region, the informative (planted) and uninformative initializations do not lead to the same fixed point of the state
evolution equations. The spinodal regime itself may divide into two parts - the one where the uninformative fixed
point has a larger free entropy, and the “solvable-but-hard” phase where the informative fixed point has a larger
free entropy. The boundary between these two parts is the first order phase transition point. We anticipate
that in the solvable-but-hard phase the Bayes-optimal MMSE is not achievable by the AMP algorithm nor by
a large class of other known algorithms. The first order phase transition is associated with a discontinuity in
the MMSE. The MSE reached from the uninformative initializations will be denoted AMP-MSE and is also
discontinuous.
In the case of the first order phase transition it will hence be useful to distinguish in our notations between the
minimal achievable MSE that we denote MMSE, and the MSE achievable by the AMP-like algorithms that we denote
AMP-MSE. When MMSE=AMP-MSE in the large N limit we say that AMP is asymptotically optimal. The region
where in the large size limit MMSE<AMP-MSE is called the spinodal regime/region.
C. Why our results are not rigorous? Why do we conjecture that they are exact?
In this section we aim at summarizing the assumptions that we make but do not prove along the derivation of
our results presented in sections III, IV, V. In section VI we then give the MMSE and AMP-MSE as obtained from
numerical evaluation of eqs. (12-14).
1. The statistical-physics strategy for solving the problem
Let us first state the general strategy from a physics point of view. We use two complementary approaches, the
cavity method and the replica method.
Our main goal is to derive the MMSE for the matrix factorization problem in the Bayes-optimal setting. Our main
tool is the cavity method, and it presents two advantages with respect to the replica method: 1) during the derivation
of the MMSE we obtain the AMP algorithm as a side-product and 2) based on experience of the last three decades,
it is likely that a rigorous proof of our conjectures will follow very closely this path. In the cavity method we first
assume that there is a fixed point of the belief propagation equations that correctly describes the posterior probability
distribution, and that the BP equations (initialized randomly, or in the case where a first order phase transition is
present, initialized close to the planted configuration) converge to it. Then we are interested in the average evolution
of the BP iterations. This can be understood through a statistical analysis of the BP equations in which we keep only
the leading terms in the large N limit, an approach called the cavity method [12] in the physics literature. The result
of this analysis are the state evolution equations that should be asymptotically exact, they do not depend on the size
of the system N anymore. There is one known way by which the assumptions made in this derivation can fail, this
way is called replica-symmetry-breaking (RSB). Fortunately, in the Bayes optimal inference, RSB is excluded, as we
explain below.
Our second analysis uses the replica method. In the replica approach one computes the average of the n-th power
of the normalization of the posterior probability distribution. Then one uses the limit n→ 0 to obtain the average of
its logarithm. Doing this, one needs to evaluate a saddle point of a certain potential and one assumes that this saddle
point is restricted to a certain class that is called “replica symmetric”, eq. (220). Again this assumption is justified
in the Bayes optimal inference, because we know that there is no RSB in this case.
Our two analyses, using the cavity method and the replica method, lead to the same set of closed equations for
the MMSE of the problem. This important crosscheck, and the very reasonable nature of the assumptions described
below (based on our experience in using this kind of approach in various settings) lead us to conjecture that the results
described in this paper are exact.
2. What are the assumptions?
Let us start with the cavity method, which is in general much more amenable to a rigorous analysis. Let us hence
describe the assumptions made in section III.
• Our main assumption is that in the leading order in N the true marginal probabilities can be obtained from a
fixed point of the belief propagation equations (41)-(44) as written for the factor graph in Fig. 1. For this to
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be possible the incoming messages on the right hand side of eqs. (41)-(44) must be conditionally independent
(in the thermodynamic limit, as defined is section I C ), in which case we can write the joint probabilities as
products over the messages. If the factor graph was a tree this assumption would be obviously correct. On
factor graphs that are locally tree-like these assumptions can be justified (often also rigorously) by showing that
the correlations decay fast enough (see for instance [13]). The factor graph in Fig. 1 is far from a tree. However,
from the point of view of conditional independence between messages, this factor graph resembles the one of
compressed sensing for which the corresponding results were proven rigorously [25, 56]. It is hence reasonable
to expect that matrix factorization belongs to the same class of problems where BP is asymptotically exact in
the above sense.
• We assume that the iterations of equations (41)-(44) converge for very large systems (N → ∞) to this fixed
point that describes the true marginal probabilities, provided that the iteration is started from the right initial
condition (in the presence of a first order phase transition we need to consider initialization of the iteration in
the planted configuration in order to reach the right fixed point).
Given these assumptions the rest of section III is justified by the fact that in the derivation we only neglect terms
that do not contribute to the final MSE in the thermodynamic limit.
The main assumptions made in the replica calculation is that “self-averaging” applies (this is a statement on the
concentration of the measure, which basically assumes that the averaged properties are the same as the properties
of a generic single instance of the problem) and that we can exchange the limits limn→0 and limN→∞. On top of
these, it relies on the replica symmetric calculation, which is justified here because we are interested in evaluating
Bayes optimal MMSE. Unfortunately in the mathematical literature there is so far very little progress in proving
these basic assumptions of the replica method, even in problems that are much easier than matrix factorization. It
can be remembered that the original motivation for introducing the cavity method [57] was precisely to provide an
alternative way to the replica computations, which could be stated in clear mathematical terms.
In this paper we follow the physics strategy and we hence provide a conjecture for evaluating the MMSE in matrix
factorization. We do anticipate that further work using the path of the cavity approach will eventually provide a
proof of our conjecture. Let us mention that rigorous results exist for closely related problems, namely the problem
of compressed sensing [25, 56], and also rank-one matrix factorization [51, 52]. None of these apply directly to our
case where the rank is extensive and where the matrix F is not known. A non-trivial generalization of these works
will be needed in order to prove our results.
3. Cavity and replica method for other problems
The cavity and replica methods, as we use them use in the present paper, rely on the set of assumptions listed
above. It is worth to note that over the years they have been applied successfully to a wide range of problems. There
is nowadays a range of results that can be “derived” (and in many of those cases that was the original derivation)
using the cavity or/and the replica methods and that have been proven fully rigorously. The list is long, but to cite
a couple of interesting examples we can mention the proof of the satisfiability threshold conjecture [21], performance
of low-density parity check codes [58], the optimal solution of the linear assignment problem [59], the analysis of the
compressed sensing problem [11, 25], and many more.
D. Absence of replica symmetry breaking in Bayes-optimal inference
The study of the Bayes-optimal inference, i.e. the case when the prior probability distribution matches the true
distribution with which the data have been generated, is fundamentally simpler than the general case. The funda-
mental reason for this simplicity is that, in the Bayes-optimal case, a major complication referred to as static replica
symmetry breaking (RSB) in statistical physics literature does not appear [55]. RSB is a source of computational
complications in many optimization and constraint satisfaction problems such as the random K-satisfiability [20] or
models of spin glasses [12].
One common way to define RSB is via the overlap distribution P (q) [12, 13, 55]. We define an overlap between
two configurations X1 and X2 as qX(X
1, X2) = (1/(PN))
∑
ilX
1
ilX
2
il. The overlap distribution function is then
defined (for a given realization of the problem X0, F 0, Y ) as the probability distribution of qX(X
1, X2) over the
posterior measure P (X,F |Y ). For problems that do not have any permutational symmetry (such as the permutation
of the N rows of X and columns of F ), we say the system is replica symmetric when limN→∞ P (q) = δ(q − q0)
for almost all choices of X0, F 0, Y , and that there is replica symmetry breaking otherwise. The number of steps of
RSB then correspond to the number of additional delta peaks in the limiting distribution P (q). When the limiting
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distribution P (q) has a continuous support then we talk about full-RSB. For systems with permutational symmetry
the corresponding number of peaks gets simply multiplied by the size of the symmetry group.
Let us further define a so-called magnetization of configuration X1 with respect to some reference configuration
X0 as mX(X
0, X1) = (1/(PN))
∑
ilX
1
ilX
2
il. Such a magnetization and its variance can be computed from first and
second derivative of the free entropy density. The derivative is taken with respect to a so-called magnetic field which
is an auxiliary parameter introduced in the posterior probability for this purpose. In statistical physics, we expect
(and in some case, actually prove) some standard properties of the free entropy such as its self-averaging and its
analyticity (except at phase transition points) with respect to such parameters. From this reasoning it follows that
whereas the mean of the magnetization is of order O(1), its variance is of order O(1/N). Hence in the limit N →∞
the distribution (over P (X,F |Y )) of magnetization is a delta peak. If the reference configuration X0 is the planted
configuration, then self-averaging implies that the distribution of mX(X
0, X1) with respect to both its arguments
converges to a delta function. From the Nishimori identities it follows that the same has to be true for the distribution
of the overlaps P (q). Therefore only a P (q) converging to a delta function in the thermodynamic limit is allowed in
the Bayes optimal inference setting. In a more technical side, it also follows from the Nishimori identities that the
two-point correlations between variables decay sufficiently fast as proven in [60], this excludes the existence of the
static RSB for the posterior measure P (F,X|Y ).
Let us stress however that when there is a mismatch between the prior distributions and the distributions from
which the signal was truly generated, then replica symmetry breaking can happen. The distribution of overlaps may
become non-trivial even if the distribution of magnetization is not, and in order to provide some exact results or
conjectures for this situation our analysis would have to be revised accordingly. This might turn out as very non-
trivial (see for instance the case of compressed sensing with the `p-norm reconstruction when p < 1 [61]) and is left
for future work.
E. Learning of hyper-parameters
To obtain the main results of this paper we assume that the priors PX and PF are known, including their related
parameters. In practice, even if one knows a parametric family of probability distributions that approximates well the
matrix elements of F and X, one often does not have the full information about the parameters of this distribution
(typically its mean and variance). In the same manner, one might know the nature of the measurement noise, but
without a precise knowledge of its amplitude. In this subsection we remark that learning of the parameters can
be rather straightforwardly included in the present algorithmic approach. However, its detail implementation and
analysis, as well as the analysis of the deterioration of performance when the prior distributions are not known, is left
for future work.
In order to learn the hyper-parameters, a common technique in statistical inference is the expectation maximization
[62], where one updates iteratively the hyper-parameters in order to maximize the posterior likelihood, i.e. the nor-
malization Z(Y ) in the posterior probability measure. In the context of approximate message passing the expectation
maximization has been derived and implemented e.g. in [63, 64]. It turns out that the expectation maximization
update of hyper-parameters is analogous to the update where one imposes the Nishimori identities as was done for
compressed sensing in [63]. In other words one updates the hyper-parameters in such a way that the Nishimori
identities are satisfied after every iteration. For instance, the mean and variance of the distribution PX is updated
to correspond to the empirical mean and variance of the estimators of elements Xil. The variance of the noise in a
Gaussian output channel is updated to be the same as the squared difference between the observed matrix Y and
the estimator of the product FX. Generically, for mismatched priors the Nishimori identities are not satisfied. At
the same time the various hyper-parameters appear explicitly in these identities. Therefore, one way of performing
learning of parameters is iteratively setting new values of the hyper-parameters in order to satisfy the Nishimori
identities. This can be straightforwardly implemented within the GAMP code. In compressed sensing following this
strategy is equivalent to an expectation maximization learning algorithm [63].
It is interesting to note that, as the Bayes-optimal setting has several nice properties in terms of simplicity of the
analytical approach and in terms of convergence of the message-passing algorithms, bringing the iterations back on
the Nishimori line by doing expectation maximization improves quite generically the convergence of the algorithm.
In our opinion this is one of the properties observed in [17, 18].
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III. APPROXIMATE MESSAGE PASSING FOR MATRIX FACTORIZATION
A. Approximate belief propagation for matrix factorization
Bayes inference amounts to the computation of marginals of the posterior probability (5). In order to make
it computationally tractable we have to resort to approximations. In compressed sensing, the Bayesian approach
combined with a belief propagation (BP) reconstruction algorithm leads to the so-called approximate message passing
(AMP) algorithm. It was first derived in [11] for the minimization of `1, and subsequently generalized in [65, 66]. We
shall now adapt the same strategy to the case of matrix factorization.
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FIG. 1. Factor graph used for the belief propagation inference, here drawn using N = 3, P = 2 and M = 2. The factor nodes
are associated to the probability Pout(yµl|
∑
i FµiXil).
The factor graph corresponding to the posterior probability (5) is depicted in Fig. 1. The canonical BP iterative
equations [67] are written using messages mil→µl(Xil), nµi→µl(Fµi) from variables to factors, and using messages
m˜µl→il(Xil), n˜µl→µi(Fµi) from factors to variables. On tree graphical models the messages are defined as marginal
probabilities of their arguments conditioned to the fact that the variable/factor to which the message is incoming is
not present in the graph. The following BP equations provide the exact values for these conditional marginals on
trees
mil→µl(t+ 1, Xil) =
1
Zil→µlPX(Xil)
M∏
ν(6=µ)
m˜νl→il(t,Xil) , (41)
nµi→µl(t+ 1, Fµi) =
1
Zµi→µlPF (Fµi)
P∏
n(6=l)
n˜µn→µi(t, Fµi) , (42)
m˜µl→il(t,Xil) =
1
Zµl→il
∫ N∏
j(6=i)
dXjl
N∏
k
dFµk Pout(yµl|
N∑
k
FµkXkl)
N∏
k
nµk→µl(t, Fµk)
N∏
j(6=i)
mjl→µl(t,Xjl) , (43)
n˜µl→µi(t, Fµi) =
1
Zµl→µi
∫ N∏
j
dXjl
N∏
k( 6=i)
dFµk Pout(yµl|
N∑
k
FµkXkl)
N∏
k( 6=i)
nµk→µl(t, Fµk)
N∏
j
mjl→µl(t,Xjl) ,(44)
where Zil→µl, Zµi→µl, Zµl→il, Zµl→µi are normalization constants ensuring that all the messages are probability
distributions, t ∈ N is denoting the iteration time-step, and the notation ∏Mν(6=µ) means a product over all integer
values of ν in {1, . . . ,M}, except the value µ.
Of course, the factor graph of matrix factorization, shown in Fig. 1, is extremely far from a tree. The above BP
equations can, however, still be asymptotically exact if the dependence between the incoming messages is negligible in
the leading order in N . This indeed happens in compressed sensing (where the matrix F is a known matrix, generated
randomly with zero mean), as follows from the rigorously proven success of approximate message passing [11, 25]. In
the present case of matrix factorization, we do not have any rigorous proof yet, but based on our experience from studies
of mean field spin glass systems [12, 13], we conjecture that the fixed points of the above belief propagation equations
describe asymptotically exactly (in the same sense as for compressed sensing) the performance of Bayes-optimal
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inference. Hence the analysis of the fixed points of the above equations leads to the understanding of information-
theoretic limitations for matrix factorization. The associated phase transitions describe possible algorithmic barriers.
This analysis is the main goal and result of the present paper.
The above BP iterative equations are written for probability distributions over real values variables and the 2N−1-
uple integrals from the r.h.s. are mathematically intractable in this form. We now define means and variances of the
variable-to-factor messages as
xˆil→µl(t) =
∫
dXilmil→µl(t,Xil)Xil , (45)
cil→µl(t) + xˆ2il→µl(t) =
∫
dXilmil→µl(t,Xil)X2il , (46)
fˆµi→µl(t) =
√
N
∫
dFµi nµi→µl(t, Fµi)Fµi , (47)
sµi→µl(t) + fˆ2µi→µl(t) = N
∫
dFil nµi→µl(t, Fµi)F 2µi . (48)
Notice that the factors
√
N in the definition of r, and N in the definition of s, have been introduced in order to ensure
that all the messages a, c, r, s are of order O(1) in the thermodynamic limit.
Using this scaling, we shall now show that the BP equations can be simplified in the thermodynamic limit, and
that they can actually be written as a closed set of equations involving only messages a, c, r, s. Our general aim is
to design an algorithm which in some region of parameters will asymptotically match the performance of the exact
(computationally intractable) Bayes-optimal inference. Belief propagation provides such an algorithm, but in order
to make it computationally efficient, writing it in terms of the messages a, c, r, s is crucial, provided one is careful not
to loose any terms in the asymptotic analysis of the thermodynamic limit to leading order.
Let us define the Fourrier transform of the output function
Pˆout(y, ξ) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
Pout(y|z)e−iξzdz , (49)
to rewrite the update equation for message m˜µl→il(t,Xil) as
m˜µl→il(t,Xil) =
1√
2piZµl→il
∫
dξ Pˆout(yµl, ξ)
∫
dFµi e
iξFµiXilnµi→µl(t, Fµi)
N∏
j(6=i)
[∫
dXjldFµj e
iξFµjXjlnµj→µl(t, Fµj)mjl→µl(t,Xjl)
]
. (50)
In order to perform the integral in the square-bracket we recall that the elements of matrix F = O(1/
√
N) and hence
we can expand the exponential to second order, use definitions (80-83) and re-exponentiate the result without loosing
any leading order terms in m˜µl→il(t,Xil). The whole square bracket then becomes
exp
{
i
ξ√
N
fˆµj→µl(t)xˆjl→µl(t)− ξ
2
2N
[
sµj→µl(t)cjl→µl(t) + sµj→µl(t)xˆ2jl→µl(t) + fˆ
2
µj→µl(t)cjl→µl(t)
]}
. (51)
Next we perform the integral over variable ξ which is simply a Gaussian integral. This gives for the message
m˜µl→il(t,Xil) =
1
Zµl→il
∫
dFµi nµi→µl(t, Fµi)
1√
2piV tµil
∫
dz Pout(yµl|z)e
− (z−FµiXil−ω
t
µil)
2
2V t
µil , (52)
where we introduced auxiliary variables that are both of order O(1)
V tµil ≡
1
N
N∑
j(6=i)
[
sµj→µl(t)cjl→µl(t) + sµj→µl(t)xˆ2jl→µl(t) + fˆ
2
µj→µl(t)cjl→µl(t)
]
, (53)
ωtµil ≡
1√
N
N∑
j(6=i)
fˆµj→µl(t)xˆjl→µl(t) . (54)
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The last integral to be performed in (52) is the one over the matrix element Fµi. Using again the fact that Fµi =
O(1/
√
N), we expand the exponential in which Fµi appears to second order and perform the integration to obtain
m˜µl→il(t,Xil) =
1
Zµl→il
1√
2piV tµil
∫
dz Pout(yµl|z)e
− (z−ω
t
µil)
2
2V t
µil
{
1 +
z − ωtµil√
NV tµil
fˆµi→µl(t)Xil − X
2
il
2N
[
1
V tµil
− (z − ω
t
µil)
2
(V tµil)
2
] [
fˆ2µi→µl(t) + sµi→µl(t)
]}
. (55)
Following the notation of [66] we now define the output-function as
gout(ω, y, V ) ≡
∫
dzPout(y|z) (z − ω) e− (z−ω)
2
2V
V
∫
dzPout(y|z)e− (z−ω)
2
2V
. (56)
The following useful identity holds for the average of (z − ω)2/V 2 in the above measure∫
dzPout(y|z) (z − ω)2 e− (z−ω)
2
2V
V 2
∫
dzPout(y|z)e− (z−ω)
2
2V
=
1
V
+ ∂ωgout(ω, y, V ) + g
2
out(ω, y, V ) . (57)
With definition (56), and re-exponentiating the Xil-dependent terms in (55) while keeping all the leading order terms,
we obtain finally that m˜µl→il(t,Xil) is a Gaussian probability distribution
m˜µl→il(t,Xil) =
√
Atµl→il
2piN
e
−X
2
il
2N A
t
µl→il+B
t
µl→il
Xil√
N
− (B
t
µl→il)
2
2At
µl→il (58)
with
Btµl→il = gout(ω
t
µil, yµl, V
t
µil) fˆµi→µl(t) , (59)
Atµl→il = −∂ωgout(ωtµil, yµl, V tµil)
[
fˆ2µi→µl(t) + sµi→µl(t)
]
− g2out(ωtµil, yµl, V tµil) sµi→µl(t) . (60)
In a completely analogous way we obtain that the message n˜µl→µi(t, Fµi) is also a Gaussian distribution
n˜µl→µi(t, Fµi) =
√
Stµl→µi
2pi
e
−F
2
µi
2 S
t
µl→µi+R
t
µl→µiFµi−
(Rtµl→µi)
2
2St
µl→µi (61)
with
Rtµl→µi = gout(ω
t
µil, yµl, V
t
µil) xˆil→µl(t) , (62)
Stµl→µi = −∂ωgout(ωtµil, yµl, V tµil)
[
cil→µl(t) + xˆ2il→µl(t)
]− g2out(ωtµil, yµl, V tµil) cil→µl(t) . (63)
At this point we follow closely the derivation of AMP from [63] and define the probability distributions
MX(Σ, T,X) = 1
ZˆX(Σ, T )
PX(X)
1√
2piΣ
e−
(X−T )2
2Σ , (64)
MF (Z,W,F ) = 1
ZˆF (Z,W )
PF (F )
1√
2piZ
e−
(
√
NF−W )2
2Z , (65)
where ZˆX(Σ, T ), and ZˆF (Z,W ) are normalizations. We define the average and variance of MX and MF as
fX(Σ, T ) ≡
∫
dXXMX(Σ, T,X) , fc(Σ, T ) ≡
∫
dXX2MX(Σ, T,X)− f2a (Σ, T ) , (66)
fF (Z,W ) ≡
√
N
∫
dF FMF (Z,W,F ) , fs(Z,W ) ≡ N
∫
dF F 2MF (Z,W,F )− f2r (Z,W ) . (67)
These are the input auxiliary function of [66]. It is instrumental to notice that
fX(Σ, T ) = T + Σ
d
dT
log ZˆX(Σ, T ) , fc(Σ, T ) = Σ
d
dT
fX(Σ, T ) . (68)
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and analogously for fF and fs
fF (Z,W ) = W + Z
d
dW
log ZˆF (Z,W ) , fs(Z,W ) = Z
d
dW
fF (Z,W ) . (69)
With these definition we obtain from (41,42) using (58,61) that
xˆil→µl(t+ 1) = fX
(
N∑
ν(6=µ)A
t
νl→il
,
√
N
∑
ν(6=µ)B
t
νl→il∑
ν( 6=µ)A
t
νl→il
)
, (70)
cil→µl(t+ 1) = fc
(
N∑
ν(6=µ)A
t
νl→il
,
√
N
∑
ν(6=µ)B
t
νl→il∑
ν( 6=µ)A
t
νl→il
)
, (71)
fˆµi→µl(t+ 1) = fF
(
N
(
∑
n(6=l) S
t
µn→µi
,
√
N
∑
n( 6=l)R
t
µn→µi∑
n( 6=l) S
t
µn→µi
)
, (72)
sµi→µl(t+ 1) = fs
(
N∑
n( 6=l) S
t
µn→µi
,
√
N
∑
n( 6=l)R
t
µn→µi∑
n( 6=l) S
t
µn→µi
)
, (73)
It is clear from the above expressions that all the messages a, c, r, s and A,C,R, S scale as O(1) in the thermody-
namic limit. For instance, as A are positive, the quantity
∑
ν( 6=µ)A
t
νl→il is O(1). On the other hand, the message
fˆµi→µl(t) is an estimate of
√
NFµi; this estimate is O(1), but a sum like (1/
√
N)
∑
ν(6=µ) fˆνi→νl(t) is an estimate of∑
ν Fνi. As PF has mean variance of order O(1/N), this sum is actually of O(1). The same argument suggests that
(1/
√
N)
∑
ν(6=µ)B
t
νl→il is O(1). Recalling eqs. (59,60) and (62,63), we have derived that in the thermodynamic limit
the general belief propagation equations simplify into a closed set of equations in the messages which are the means
and variances a, r, c, s defined in (45-48). To iterate this message passing algorithm we initialize as
xˆil→µl(0) =
∫
dXXP ilX(X) , (74)
cil→µl(0) =
∫
dXX2P ilX(X)− xˆ2il→µl(0) , (75)
fˆµi→µl(0) =
√
N
∫
dF FPµlF (F ) , (76)
sµi→µl(0) = N
∫
dF F 2PµlF (F )− fˆ2µi→µl(0) , (77)
then we compute V tµil and ω
t
µil from (53-54), then we compute B
t, At, Rt and St according to (59-60) and (62-63)
using definition of gout (56). Finally we update the messages according to (70-73) and iterate. Notice, however, that
we work with O(N3) messages, each of them takes N steps to update, and hence the computational complexity of
this algorithm is relatively high. In the next section we will write a simplification that reduces this complexity.
From the fixed point of the belief propagation equations one can also compute the approximated marginal proba-
bilities of the posterior, defined as
mil(t+ 1, Xil) =
1
ZilPX(Xil)
M∏
ν
m˜νl→il(t,Xil) , (78)
nµi(t+ 1, Fµi) =
1
ZµiPF (Fµi)
P∏
n
n˜µn→µi(t, Fµi) , (79)
One again defines the mean and variance of these two messages, xˆil(t+1), cil(t+1), fˆµi(t+1) and sµi(t+1) analogously
to (80-83):
xˆil(t+ 1) =
∫
dXilmil(t+ 1, Xil)Xil , (80)
cil(t+ 1) + xˆ
2
il(t+ 1) =
∫
dXilmil(t+ 1, Xil)X
2
il , (81)
fˆµi(t+ 1) =
√
N
∫
dFµi nµi(t+ 1, Fµi)Fµi , (82)
sµi(t+ 1) + fˆ
2
µi(t+ 1) = N
∫
dFil nµi(t+ 1, Fµi)F
2
µi . (83)
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Those quantities are then expressed as
xˆil(t+ 1) = fX
(
N∑
ν A
t
νl→il
,
√
N
∑
ν B
t
νl→il∑
ν A
t
νl→il
)
, (84)
cil(t+ 1) = fc
(
N∑
ν A
t
νl→il
,
√
N
∑
ν B
t
νl→il∑
ν A
t
νl→il
)
, (85)
fˆµi(t+ 1) = fF
(
N∑
n S
t
µn→µi
,
√
N
∑
nR
t
µn→µi∑
n S
t
µn→µi
)
, (86)
sµi(t+ 1) = fs
(
N∑
n S
t
µn→µi
,
√
N
∑
nR
t
µn→µi∑
n S
t
µn→µi
)
. (87)
B. GAMP for matrix factorization
The message-passing form the AMP algorithm for matrix factorization derived in the previous section uses 2NMP
messages, one between each variable component (il) and (µi) and each measurement (µl), in each iteration. In fact,
exploiting again the simplifications which take place in the thermodynamic limit, always within the assumption that
the elements of the matrix F scale as O(1/
√
N), it is possible to rewrite and close the BP equations in terms of only
2N(P + M) messages. In statistical physics terms, the resulting equations correspond to the Thouless-Anderson-
Palmer equations (TAP) [68] used in the study of spin glasses. In the thermodynamic limit, these are asymptotically
equivalent to the BP equations. Going from BP to TAP is, in the compressed sensing literature, the step to go from
the rBP [69] to the AMP [11] algorithm. Let us now show how to take this step for the present problem of matrix
factorization.
In the thermodynamic limit, it is clear from (70-73) that the messages xˆil→µl, vil→µl and fˆµi→µl, sµi→µl are nearly
independent of µl. For instance in the equation giving xˆil→µl, the only dependence on µ is through the fact that
the sum over ν avoids the value ν = µ. But this is one term in M , and therefore one might expect that this term
is negligible. However, one must be careful when these small terms are summed over and their sum might be of the
leading order in N . Such terms are called in spin-glass theory the “Onsager reaction terms”. In the following we
derive these Onsager terms.
Let us define the following variables all of order O(1) on which we will close the equations
T til =
√
N
∑
ν B
t
νl→il∑
ν A
t
νl→il
, Σtil =
N∑
ν A
t
νl→il
, (88)
W tµi =
√
N
∑
nR
t
µn→µi∑
n S
t
µn→µi
, Ztµi =
N∑
n S
t
µn→µi
, (89)
V tµl =
1
N
∑
j
[cjl→µl(t)sµj→µl(t) + cjl→µl(t)fˆ2µj→µl(t) + xˆ
2
jl→µl(t)sµj→µl(t)] , (90)
ωtµl =
1√
N
∑
j
xˆjl→µl(t)fˆµj→µl(t) . (91)
To keep track of all the Onsager terms that will influence the leading order of the final equations we notice that
xˆil→µl(t+ 1) = fX
(
N∑
ν A
t
νl→il −Atµl→il
,
√
N
∑
ν B
t
νl→il −
√
NBtµl→il∑
ν A
t
νl→il −Atµl→il
)
,
= xˆil(t+ 1)− 1√
N
Btµl→ilΣ
t
il
∂fX
∂T
(
Σtil, T
t
il
)
+O (1/N) ,
= xˆil(t+ 1)− 1√
N
gout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl)fˆµi(t)cil(t+ 1) +O (1/N) . (92)
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Similarly:
fˆµi→µl(t+ 1) = fˆµi(t+ 1)− 1√
N
gout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl)xˆil(t)sµi(t+ 1) +O (1/N) , (93)
cil→µl(t+ 1) = cil(t+ 1) +O
(
1/
√
N
)
, sµi→µl(t+ 1) = sµi(t+ 1) +O
(
1/
√
N
)
, (94)
gout(ω
t
µil, yµl, V
t
µil) = gout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl)−
1√
N
fˆµi(t)xˆil(t)∂ωgout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl) +O(1/N) , (95)
From these expansions we obtain the GAMP algorithm for matrix factorization
V tµl =
1
N
∑
j
[cjl(t)sµj(t) + cjl(t)fˆ
2
µj(t) + xˆ
2
jl(t)sµj(t)] , (96)
ωtµl =
1√
N
∑
j
xˆjl(t)fˆµj(t)− gout(ωt−1µl , yµl, V t−1µl )
1
N
∑
j
[
fˆµj(t)fˆµj(t− 1)cjl(t) + xˆjl(t)xˆjl(t− 1)sµj(t)
]
,(97)
(Σtil)
−1 =
1
N
∑
µ
{
−∂ωgout(ωtµl, yµl, V tµl)
[
fˆ2µi(t) + sµi(t)
]
− g2out(ωtµl, yµl, V tµl) sµi(t)
}
, (98)
T til = Σ
t
il
{ 1√
N
∑
µ
gout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl) fˆµi(t)− xˆil(t)
1
N
∑
µ
fˆ2µi(t)∂ωgout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl)
−xˆil(t− 1) 1
N
∑
µ
sµi(t)gout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl)gout(ω
t−1
µl , yµl, V
t−1
µl )
}
, (99)
(Ztµi)
−1 =
1
N
∑
l
{−∂ωgout(ωtµl, yµl, V tµl) [xˆ2il(t) + cil(t)]− g2out(ωtµl, yµl, V tµl) cil(t)} , (100)
W tµi = Z
t
il
{ 1√
N
∑
l
gout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl) xˆil(t)− fˆµi(t)
1
N
∑
l
xˆ2il(t)∂ωgout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl)
−fˆµi(t− 1) 1
N
∑
l
cil(t)gout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl)gout(ω
t−1
µl , yµl, V
t−1
µl )
}
, (101)
xˆil(t+ 1) = fX(Σ
t
il, T
t
il) , cil(t+ 1) = fc(Σ
t
il, T
t
il) , (102)
fˆµi(t+ 1) = fF (Z
t
µi,W
t
µi) , sµi(t+ 1) = fs(Z
t
µi,W
t
iµ) . (103)
The initial condition for iterations are
xˆil(t = 0) =
∫
dXXP ilX(X) , cil(t = 0) =
∫
dXX2P ilX(X)− xˆ2il→µl(t = 0) , (104)
fˆµi(t = 0) =
√
N
∫
dF FPµiF (F ) , sµi(t = 0) = N
∫
dF F 2PµiF (F )− fˆ2µi(t = 0) . (105)
In order to compute ωt=0, T t=0 and W t=0 use the above equations as if fˆµi(−1) = 0 and xˆil(−1) = 0.
The interpretation of the terms in the GAMP for matrix factorization is the following: ωtµl is the mean of the
current estimate of zµl =
∑
i FµiXil and V
t
µl is the variance of that estimate; Til and Σil is the mean and variance of
the current estimate of Xil without taking into account the prior information of Xil; the parameters xˆil and cil are
then the mean and variance of the current estimate of Xil with the prior information taken into account. Analogously
for Wµi and Zµi being the mean and variance of the estimate for Fµi before the prior is taken into account, and fˆµi
with sµi are the mean and variance once the prior information was accounted for.
A reader familiar with the AMP and GAMP algorithm for compressed sensing [11, 63, 66] will recognize that the
above equations indeed reduce to the compressed sensing GAMP of [66] when one sets fˆµi(t) =
√
NFµi and sµi = 0.
The above algorithm is closely related to the BiG-AMP of [17]. There are however three differences between our
algorithm and BiG-AMP:
1. We find a sµi-dependent term in the expression (98) for Σil which is not present in BiG-AMP.
2. Similarly, we find a cil-dependent term in the expression (100) for Zµi which is not present in BiG-AMP.
3. The time indices are slightly different.
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Considering the last point, the fact of having different time indices during the iterations does not influence the
fixed points, in which we are mainly interested. However, the use of correct time indices is crucial for the assumptions
leading to the density evolution of this algorithm (that we derive in section V A) to hold.
As for the missing terms in the BiG-AMP expressions of [17] for Σil and Zµi, they have a more serious effect as
they can change the fixed point. To the best of our understanding, these terms have been neglected in [17], while
they should be kept. It seems to us that some of the leading order terms are missing in eqs. (15-16) from [17].
C. Simplifications due to the Nishimori identities
In the previous section we derived the GAMP algorithm for matrix factorization, eqs. (96-103). This algorithm can
in principle be used for any set of matrices F and X. If iterated in the form derived in Section III B it often shows
problems of convergence. There are ways to slightly improve the convergence of the above algorithm in a wide range
of applications by a number of empirical methods suggested in [18].
We will focus on the particular case when matrices X and F were indeed generated from the separable probability
distributions PF (F ) and PX(X) described in eqs. (3-4), and the output y was generated by the assumed model.
PX(X) = PX0(X) , PF (F ) = PF 0(F ) , P
0
out(y|z) = Pout(y|z) . (106)
In this case the belief propagation is a proxy for the optimal Bayes inference algorithms and a number of properties
described in section I B hold. In analogy with fundamental works on spin glasses [54, 55] we called these properties
the Nishimori identities. The setting where conditions (106) hold will be called the Bayes-optimal setting.
The Nishimori identities hold and the system is on the Nishimori line when one is using the correct priors on F and
X and the right output channel in the reconstruction process, i.e. when conditions (106) hold. In the limit N → ∞
and thanks to self-averaging we then have on the Nishimori line at every iteration step t
1
PM
∑
µ,l
∫
dzPout(yµl|z)(z − ωtµl)2e
− (z−ω
t
µl)
2
2V t
µl
∫
dzPout(yµl|z)e
− (z−ω
t
µl
)2
2V t
µl
=
1
MP
∑
µ,l
V tµl . (107)
The meaning of this identity is that the mean squared error of the current estimate of Z = FX computed from the
current estimates of variances V tµl is equal to the mean squared difference between the true Z and its current estimate
ωtµl. Using the above expression and eq. (57) we obtain an identity
− 1
MP
∑
µ,l
∂ωgout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl) =
1
MP
∑
µ,l
g2out(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl) . (108)
The above identity holds also if the sum is only over µ or only over l. Finally using the conditional independence
assumed in BP between the incoming messages we get also
− 1
M
∑
µ
∂ωgout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl)sµi(t) =
1
M
∑
µ
g2out(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl)sµi(t) . (109)
Under this condition we can simplify considerably the expressions for Σtil and Z
t
µi and get
(Σtil)
−1 = − 1
N
∑
µ
∂ωgout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl) fˆ
2
µi(t) , (110)
(Ztµi)
−1 = − 1
N
∑
l
∂ωgout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t
µl) xˆ
2
il(t) . (111)
Note that the r.h.s. of the two above equations is always strictly positive, which is reassuring given these expressions
play the role of a variance of a probability distribution. Note also that the BiG-AMP algorithm of [17] uses expressions
(110,111) instead of (98,100), however, without mentioning the reason.
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D. Simplification for matrices with random entries
Relying on the definitions of order parameters (161-162) and using part of the results on section V A we can write
a version of the GAMP for matrix factorization that is in the leading order in N equivalent to (96-103) for matrices
X and F having iid elements.
Let us define the analog of χˆt and qˆt (168-169) as empirical means of the corresponding functions
χ˜t ≡ − 1
MP
∑
µ,l
∂ωgout(ω
t
µil, yµl, V
t
µil) , (112)
q˜t ≡ 1
MP
∑
µ,l
g2out(ω
t
µil, yµl, V
t
µil) . (113)
Anticipating the reasoning that we shall use later in section V A, we realize that in the leading order quantities V til,
Σtil and Z
t
µi do not depend on their indices i, l, µ. We have
V t = QtFQ
t
X − qtF qtX , (114)
(Σt)−1 = αQtF χ˜
t − α(QtF − qtF )q˜t , (115)
(Zt)−1 = piQtX χ˜
t − pi(QtX − qtX)q˜t . (116)
where we define
qtX ≡
1
NP
∑
jl
xˆ2jl(t) , q
t
F ≡
1
NM
∑
µi
fˆ2µi(t) , (117)
QtX ≡ qtX +
1
NP
∑
jl
cjl(t) , Q
t
F ≡ qtF +
1
NM
∑
µi
sµi(t) . (118)
These three equations can hence replace (96), (98) and (100) in GAMP. Furthermore, if we focus on the fixed point
and hence disregard some of the time indices eqs. (97), (99) and (101) can be simplified as
ωtµl =
1√
N
∑
j
xˆjl(t)fˆµj(t)− gout(ωt−1µl , yµl, V t−1)(QtXqtF + qtFQtX − 2qtF qtX) , (119)
T til = Σ
t
{
1√
N
∑
µ
gout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t)fˆµi(t) + αxˆil(t)χ˜
t qtF − αxˆil(t)(QtF − qtF )q˜t
}
, (120)
W tµi = Z
t
{
1√
N
∑
l
gout(ω
t
µl, yµl, V
t)xˆil(t) + pifˆµi(t)χ˜
t qtX − pifˆµi(t)(QtX − qtX)q˜t
}
. (121)
Within the Bayes-optimal setting of (106), we can use the Nishimori identity (108) to show that χ˜t = q˜t. Con-
sequently we can use only one of those parameters computed either from (112) or from (113). The equations then
further simplify to strictly positive expressions for the variance-parameters
(Σt)−1 = αqtF q˜
t , (Zt)−1 = piqtX q˜
t . (122)
The set of eqs. (102-103), (114), (119-122) was presented for the simple output channel with white noise in [15]. We
detail this procedure for the generic output in Alg. 1.
Algorithm 1 Bayes-optimal Approximate Message Passing for Matrix Factorization
Input: y
Initialize: xˆ,ˆf ,c,s, Iter = 1
Initialize: {ωµl, V }
repeat
Compute averages, eqs. (117) and (118).
AMP Update of {ωµl, V }, eq. (119) and eq. (114).
AMP Update of Σ and Z, eq. (122).
AMP Update of {Til},{Wµi}, eq. (120) and eq. (121).
AMP Update of the estimed quantities xˆ,ˆf ,c,s, eq. (102) and eq. (103).
Iter← Iter + 1
until Convergence on xˆ,ˆf
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We want to stress here that all these simplifications take place for any output channel Pout(y|z). In contrast
with the “uniform variance” approximation of [17] the above result does not mean that the variances cil and sµi are
independent in the leading order on their indices. On the contrary, these variances depend on their indices even in
the simplest case of GAMP when the matrix Fµi is known, i.e. for the compressed sensing problem.
IV. THE BETHE FREE ENTROPY
The fixed point of the belief propagation equations or its AMP version can be used to estimate the posterior
likelihood, i.e. the normalization Z(Y ) of the posterior probability (5). The logarithm of this normalization is called
the Bethe free entropy in statistical physics [70]. Negative logarithm of the normalization is called the free energy, in
physics there is usually a temperature associated to the free energy. Bethe free entropy is computed from the fixed
point of the BP equations (41-44) as [13, 70]:
ΦBethe =
∑
µl
logZµl +
∑
µi
logZµi +
∑
il
logZil −
∑
µil
logZil,µl −
∑
µil
logZµi,µl , (123)
where the five contributions are
Zµi =
∫
dFµi PF (Fµi)
P∏
l=1
n˜µl→µi(Fµi) , (124)
Zil =
∫
dXil PX(Xil)
M∏
µ=1
m˜µl→il(Xil) , (125)
Zµl =
∫ N∏
i=1
dXil
N∏
k=1
dFµkPout(yµl|
N∑
k=1
FµkXkl)
N∏
i=1
mil→µl(Xil)
N∏
k=1
nµk→µl(Xil) , (126)
Zil,µl =
∫
dXilmil→µl(Xil) m˜µl→il(Xil) , (127)
Zµi,µl =
∫
dFµi nµi→µl(Fµi) n˜µl→µi(Fµi) . (128)
The derivatives of this expression for ΦBethe with respect to the messages give back the full BP equations of (41-44).
In this general form, the computation of ΦBethe for the present problem is not of practical interest, and it is thus very
useful to carry out the same steps that we did in Section III A in order to obtain a more mathematically tractable
form of ΦBethe that is asymptotically equivalent to (123) in the thermodynamic limit, using the set of AMP message
passing equations (53-54), (59-60), (62-63), and (70-73). The result is:
ΦBethe =
∑
µl
logZµl +
∑
µi
logX µi +
∑
il
logX il +
∑
µil
log
X µi→µl
X µi +
∑
µil
log
X il→µl
X il , (129)
with
Zµl =
∫
dz
e
− (ωµl−z)
2
2Vµl√
2piVµl
Pout(yµl|z) , (130)
X µi =
∫
dFµiPF (Fµi)e
−NF
2
µi
2Zµi +
√
NFµi
Wµi
Zµi , (131)
X il =
∫
dXilPX(Xil)e
− X
2
il
2Σil
+Xil
Til
Σil , (132)
X µi→µl =
∫
dFµiPF (Fµi)e
−F
2
µi
2
∑
n 6=l Sµn→µi+Fµi
∑
n6=l Rµn→µi , (133)
X il→µl =
∫
dXilPX(Xil)e
−X
2
il
2N
∑
ν 6=µ Aνl→il+
Xil√
N
∑
ν 6=µ Bνl→il . (134)
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Finally we might want to express the free entropy using the fixed point of the GAMP eqs. (96-103). In order to do
this we need to rewrite the last two terms in (129). Using an expansion in 1/N and keeping the leading order terms
we get
∑
l
log
X µi→µl
X µi = −
Wµi
Zµi fˆµi +
1
2Zµi (sµi + fˆ
2
µi) +
1
2N
sµi
P∑
l=1
g2out(ωµl, yµl, Vµl)xˆ
2
il , (135)
∑
µ
log
X il→µl
X il = −
Til
Σil
xˆil +
1
2Σil
(cil + xˆ
2
il) +
1
2N
cil
M∑
µ=1
g2out(ωµl, yµl, Vµl)fˆ
2
µi . (136)
We remind that the above expressions give the posterior likelihood given a fixed point on the GAMP equations.
To write the final formula in a more easily interpretable form we use the probability distributions MF and MX
defined in (64-65) with normalizations
Xˆ µi = ZˆF (Zµi,Wµi)
√
2piZµi =
∫
dFµiPF (Fµi)e
− (
√
NFµi−Wµi)2
2Zµi , (137)
Xˆ il = ZˆX(Σil, Til)
√
2piΣil =
∫
dXilPX(Xil)e
− (Xil−Til)22Σil . (138)
Putting all pieces together we find:
ΦBethe =
∑
il
[
log Xˆ il (Til,Σil) + cil + (xˆil − Til)
2
2Σil
]
+
∑
µi
[
log Xˆ µi (Wµi, Zµi) + sµi + (fˆµi −Wµi)
2
2Zµi
]
+
∑
µl
logZµl (ωµl, Vµl) + 1
2N
∑
µil
g2out (ωµl, Vµl)
(
sµixˆ
2
il + fˆ
2
µicil
) . (139)
The above expression evaluated at the fixed point of the AMP algorithm hence gives the Bethe approximation to the
log-likelihood. It is mainly use to decide which fixed point of AMP is better. Indeed, there are cases where there exist
more than one AMP fixed point and it is the one with the largest Bethe entropy that corresponds asymptotically to
the optimal Bayesian inference.
A. Fixed-point generating Bethe free entropy
Since the free entropy has a meaning only at the fixed point, we can transform it by using any of the fixed point
identities verified by the BP messages. A well known property of Bethe free entropy and belief propagation [70] is
that the BP fixed points are stationary points of the Bethe free entropy. In this section we show that also for the
AMP for matrix factorization the Bethe free entropy can be written in a form that allows to generate the fixed-point
BP equations as a stationary point. It can be achieved by writing the Bethe free entropy eq. (139) as
ΦBetheAMP
(
{Til}, {Σil}, {Wµi}, {Zµi}, {ωµl}, {xˆil}, {cil}, {fˆµi}, {sµi}
)
=
∑
il
[
log Xˆ il (Til,Σil) + cil + (xˆil − Til)
2
2Σil
]
+
∑
µi
[
log Xˆ µi (Wµi, Zµi) + sµi + (fˆµi −Wµi)
2
2Zµi
]
+
∑
µl
logZµl (ωµl, Vµl) + 1
2
∑
µl
(ωµl −
∑
i fˆµixˆil/
√
N)2
Vµl −
∑
i sµicil/N
 (140)
with Vµl =
1
N
∑
j
[cjlsµj + cjlfˆ
2
µj + xˆ
2
jlsµj ] .
In order to derive (140) from (139), we have substituted g2out by its fixed point expression, and imposed the values of
the variance V . Under the present form, the Bethe free entropy satisfies the following theorem:
Theorem. (Bethe/AMP correspondance) The fixed point of the AMP equations eqs. (96-103) are the stationary
points of the cost function ΦBetheAMP eq. (140).
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Proof. This can be checked explicitly by setting to zero the derivatives of ΦBetheAMP . Indeed, the derivatives with respect
to T,Σ,W and Z yield
xˆil = Til + Σil
∂
∂T
log Xˆ il = fX(Σil, Til) , (141)
cil = Σ
2
il
∂
∂Σil
log Xˆ il − (xˆil − Til)2 = fc(Σil, Til) , (142)
fˆµi = Wµi + Zµi
∂
∂W
log Xˆ µi = fF (Zµi,Wµi) , (143)
sµi = Z
2
µi
∂
∂Zµi
log Xˆ µi − (fˆµi −Wµi)2 = fs(Zµi,Wµi) . (144)
Then, the stationarity with respect to ω can be expressed easily by noting that ∂∂ωµz logZ
µl = gout (a consequence
of Eq. (130):
gout(Vµl) +
(ωµl −
∑
i fˆµixˆil/
√
N)
Vµl −
∑
i sµicil/N
= 0 , (145)
which is nothing but the fixed point equation for ω.
It is convenient to compute the derivative with respect to V (even though this quantity is eventually a function of
r,s,a and c) using ∂∂Vµz logZ
µl = 12
(
g2out + ∂ωgout
)
so that at the fixed point, when eq. (145) is satisfied, we have
∂ΦBetheAMP
∂Vµi
=
1
2
(
g2out + ∂ωgout
)− 1
2
(ωµl −
∑
i fˆµixˆil/
√
N)2
(Vµl −
∑
i sµicil/N)
2
=
1
2
∂ωgout . (146)
Using this equation, one can finally check explicitly that deriving with respect to a, c, r and s yields the remaning
AMP equations for T,Σ,W and Z. This concludes the proof.
B. The variational Bethe free entropy
We have shown that the fixed points of the approximate message passing equations are extrema of ΦBetheAMP . However
they are in general saddle points of this function, and it is very useful to derive an alternative “variational” free
entropy, the maxima of which are the fixed points. In particular, this will allow us to find these fixed points by
alternative methods which do not rely on iterating the equations as was done for compressed sensing in [71]. This
variational free entropy can also be used not only at the maximum, but for each possible values of the parameters, as
the current estimate of the quality of reconstruction. Such a property has been used to implement a so-called adaptive
damping in compressed sensing [72] and it can hence be anticipated that similar implementation trick will be useful
for matrix factorization as well.
1. Generic output channel
In order to derive the variational Bethe free entropy, we impose the fixed point conditions, and express the free
entropy only as a function of the parameters of our trial distributions for the two matrices. Then, we simply have
ΦBethevar ({Til}, {Σil}, {Wµi}, {Zµi}) = ΦBetheAMP
({Til}, {Σil}, {Wµi}, {Zµi}, {ω∗µl}, {a∗il}, {c∗il}, {r∗µi}, {s∗µi}) (147)
where a∗, c∗, r∗, s∗ are given in terms of the Eqs. (141-144) by: a∗ = fX(Σil, Til), c∗ = fc(Σil, Til), r∗ = fF (Zµi,Wµi),
s∗ = fs(Zµi,Wµi), and ω∗ is the solution of (97).
In order to write this variational expression in a nicer form, let us notice that the Kullback-Leibler divergences
between MX , MF (64-65) and the prior distribution are
−DKL(MF ||PF ) = log Xˆ µi + fs(Zµi,Wµi) + (fF (Zµi,Wµi)−Wµi)
2
2Zµi
, (148)
−DKL(MX ||PX) = log Xˆ il + fc(Σil, Til) + (fX(Σil, Til)− Til)
2
2Σil
. (149)
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Let us define an additional distribution
Mout(ωµl, Vµl, z) = 1ZµlPout(yµl|z)
1√
2piVµl
e
− (z−ωµl)
2
2Vµl , (150)
(151)
where Zµl is given by (130). Then one has
−DKL(Mout||Pout) = logZµl + 1
2
log 2piVµl +
1
2
(
1 + Vµl∂ωgout + Vµlg
2
out
)
. (152)
Starting from (139), we find:
ΦBethevar ({Til}, {Σil}, {Wµi}, {Zµi}) = −
∑
µi
DKL(MF (Zµi,Wµi)||PF )−
∑
il
DKL(MX(Σil, Til)||PX)
+
∑
µl
logZµl (ω∗µl, V ∗µl)+ g2out2 (V ∗µl −∑
j
s∗µjc
∗
jl/N)
 ,
= −
∑
µi
DKL(MF (Zµi,Wµi)||PF )−
∑
il
DKL(MX(Σil, Til)||PX) (153)
−
∑
µl
DKL(Mout(ω∗µl, V ∗µl)||Pout)− 12
log 2piV ∗µl + 1 + V ∗µl∂ωgout + g2outN ∑
j
s∗µjc
∗
jl
 ,
with V ∗ and ω∗ satisfying eqs. (114) and (119). Note that this expression has the same form as the one used in [73]
for the simpler case of GAMP for compressed sensing and for the generalized linear problem. Our expression thus
generalizes the formula of [73] to the bi-linear case.
2. The AWGN output channel
In the case of the additive white Gaussian noise output channel (23) the function gout takes the simple form:
gout(ωµl, yµl, Vµl) =
yµl − ωµl
∆ + Vµl
, (154)
hence ∂ωgout does not depend on the variable ωµl. The only explicit dependence on ωµl in the free entropy is through
eq. (130) which becomes for the AWGN output channel
Zµl = 1√
2pi(∆ + Vµl)
e
− (yµl−ωµl)
2
2(∆+Vµl) . (155)
The free entropy is defined only at the fixed point of the GAMP equations. Given a fixed point we can express from
(97) for the AWGN channel
yµl − ωµl
∆ + Vµl
=
yµl − 1√N
∑
j xˆjlfˆµj
∆ + 1N
∑
j cjlsµj
. (156)
We plug this last expression into (155) to obtain
Zµl = 1√
2pi(∆ + Vµl)
e
−
(yµl− 1√N
∑
j xˆjlfˆµj)
2
2(∆+ 1
N
∑
j cjlsµj)
2 (∆+Vµl)
. (157)
Simplifying the last two terms of eq. (153) we obtain for the AWGN channel:
ΦBetheAWGN({Til}, {Σil}, {Wµi}, {Zµi}) = −
∑
µi
DKL(MF (Zµi,Wµi)||PF )−
∑
il
DKL(MX(Σil, Til)||PX)
−
∑
µl
(yµl − 1√N
∑
j a
∗
jlr
∗
µj)
2
2(∆ + 1N
∑
j c
∗
jls
∗
µj)
− 1
2
∑
µl
log
[
2pi(∆ + V ∗µl)
]
. (158)
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The first three terms of this free entropy are clearly negative and the last term cannot be larger than−MP log (2pi∆)/2.
Hence the free entropy (158) is bounded from above. This is consistent with its interpretation as a variational
expression. The stationary points of (158) are the fixed points of the GAMP algorithm and hence the fixed points
corresponding to the maximum likelihood could also be found by direct maximization of the expression (158). This
offers an interesting algorithmic alternative to the iterative AMP algorithm that was explored for the compressed
sensing problem in [71].
Another use of the expression (158) is that during the iteration of the GAMP algorithm its value should be
increasing, hence we can adaptively choose the step-size of the iterations to ensure this increase. Such an adaptive
dumping was implemented in [18] using a different form of the free entropy that does not correspond to the Bethe
free entropy but to the variational mean field (VMF) free entropy which reads
ΦVMFAWGN({Til}, {Σil}, {Wµi}, {Zµi}) = −
∑
µi
DKL(MF (Zµi,Wµi)||PF )−
∑
il
DKL(MX(Σil, Til)||PX)
− 1
2∆
∑
µl
[
(yµl − 1√
N
∑
i
fˆµixˆil)
2 + Vµl
]
− MP
2
log 2pi∆ . (159)
It is easy to check that ΦVMFAWGN(Til,Σil,Wµi, Zµi) < Φ
Bethe
AWGN(Til,Σil,Wµi, Zµi), which could be expected since the
Bethe expression, which is asymptotically exact, should be a better approximation than the mean field approximation.
V. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS
A. State evolution
In this section we derive the asymptotic (N →∞) evolution of the GAMP iterations for matrix factorization. This
asymptotic analysis holds as long as all the elements of the true matrix F are iid random variables generated from a
distribution PF 0 , and all elements of the true matrix X are iid random variables generated from a distribution PX0 .
In general we will not assume PF 0 = PF and PX0 = PX : this special case of Bayes-optimal analysis will be treated in
the next section.
In the present section we will also distinguish between the true output channel characterized by the conditional
probability distribution P 0out(yµl|z0µl) and the output channel that is being used in the GAMP algorithm Pout(yµl|zµl).
We remind that z0µl =
∑N
i=1 F
0
µiX
0
il, where F
0
µi and X
0
il are the elements of the actual matrices that we do not know
and aim to recover, and zµl =
∑N
i=1 FµiXil. Again the special case of P
0
out = Pout will be treated the next section.
We will assume that at least one of the probability distributions PF 0 and PX0 (and also at least one of PF and PX)
has zero mean, otherwise there would be additional terms in this asymptotic analysis, as e.g. in [74].
Let us first recall the definition of the order parameters; all of them are finite, of order O(1), in the thermodynamic
limit:
mtX ≡
1
NP
∑
jl
xˆjl(t)X
0
jl , m
t
F ≡
1
M
√
N
∑
µi
fˆµi(t)F
0
µi , (160)
qtX ≡
1
NP
∑
jl
xˆ2jl(t) , q
t
F ≡
1
NM
∑
µi
fˆ2µi(t) , (161)
QtX ≡ qtX +
1
NP
∑
jl
cjl(t) , Q
t
F ≡ qtF +
1
NM
∑
µi
sµi(t) . (162)
Note also that the above sums over a pair of indices could also be sums over only one index (and adjusted normalization)
and the order parameters would not change in the leading order: for instance, we expect that in the thermodynamic
limit, 1N
∑
j xˆjl(t)X
0
jl will go to the same limit as m
t
X defined in (160).
First let us compute the average over realizations of X0, F 0 and w0 of the quantity V tµl defined by eq. (90). By the
assumptions of the belief propagation equations (43-44), the terms in the product in (90) are statistically independent
and we can hence write for the average, to the leading order
V t = QtFQ
t
X − qtF qtX . (163)
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Further, we realize that the variance of this quantity (again over the realizations of X0, F 0 and w0) is
E[(V tµl − V t)2] = E
{ 1
N
∑
i
[cil→µl(t)− 1
N
∑
k
ckl(t)]sµi→µl() + ...+ ...
}2 = O(1/N) . (164)
In order to derive this result, we expand the square and obtain a double sum over i and j. Because of the conditional
independence between incoming messages assumed in belief propagation, the terms with i 6= j average exactly to
zero. As for the terms with i = j, they add up to a contribution of order O(1/N). From this we can conclude that,
to leading order in the thermodynamic limit, the quantity V tµl = V
t does not depend on its indices.
Further we are interested in the average Σt of the quantity Σtil over the realization of F
0, X0, and w0. Using the
definition of Σtil eq. (88) and the expression for A
t
µl→il eq. (60) we obtain
(Σtil)
−1 = − 1
N
∑
µ
{
∂ωgout(ω
t
µil, yµl, V
t
µil)[fˆ
2
µi→µl(t) + sµi→µl(t)] + g
2
out(ω
t
µil, yµl, V
t
µil)sµi→µl(t)
}
. (165)
We proceed analogously for Ztµi. Using again the conditional independence between incoming messages assumed in
BP equations we obtain
(Σt)−1 = αQtF χˆ
t − α(QtF − qtF )qˆt , (166)
(Zt)−1 = piQtX χˆ
t − pi(QtX − qtX)qˆt , (167)
where we introduced new parameters
χˆt = − 1
M
EF 0,X0,w0
[∑
µ
∂ωgout(ω
t
µil, yµl, V
t
µil)
]
, (168)
qˆt =
1
M
EF 0,X0,w0
[∑
µ
g2out(ω
t
µil, yµl, V
t
µil)
]
. (169)
We use yµl = h(z
0
µl, w
0), and we remind that, to leading order, V tµil = V
t. The function gout above hence depends
on two correlated fluctuating variables ωtµil and z
0
µl, and on w
0. Both the variables ωtµil and z
0
µl are sums over many
independent (for z this is by construction, for ω by the BP assumptions) terms. Hence, according to the central limit
theorem, they are Gaussian random variables. Their mean is zero when at least one of the distributions PX and PF
(and one of the PX0 and PF 0) have zero mean (which we assume in this section). The covariance matrix between the
variables ωtµil and z
0
µl is
E(ω2µil) =
1
N
∑
j( 6=i)
E(fˆ2µj→µlxˆ2jl→µl) +
1
N
∑
j(6=i),k( 6=i,j)
E(fˆµj→µlfˆµk→µlxˆjl→µlxˆkl→µl) = qF qX , (170)
E(ωµilz0µl) =
1
N
∑
j( 6=i)
E(F 0µj fˆµj→µlX0jlxˆjl→µl) +
1
N
∑
k,j(6=i,k)
E(F 0µkfˆµj→µlX0klxˆjl→µl) = mFmX , (171)
where we again used the BP assumption of independence between the incoming messages, but also between F 0µi and
the message xˆil→µl, and between X0il and fˆµi→µl. As for the variance of z
0, we denote it by:
E[(z0µl)2] = N E[(F 0µi)2]E[(X0il)2] = 〈(z0)2〉 . (172)
Altogether this gives for χˆ and qˆ
χˆt = −
∫
dwP0(w)
∫
dp dzN [p, z; qtF qtX , 〈(z0)2〉,mtFmtX ] ∂pgout[p, h(z, w), QtFQtX − qtF qtX ] , (173)
qˆt =
∫
dwP0(w)
∫
dp dzN [p, z; qtF qtX , 〈(z0)2〉,mtFmtX ] g2out[p, h(z, w), QtFQtX − qtF qtX ] . (174)
where N [p, z;σ2p, σ2z ,E(pz)] is a joint Gaussian distribution of variables p and z with zero means, variances and
correlation given in the argument. From the above analysis it also follows that in the leading order the quantities Σtil
and Ztµi do not depend on their indices il and µl.
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We now study the asymptotic behavior of T til defined by eq. (88)
T til/Σ
t
il =
1√
N
∑
µ
Btµl→ıl =
1√
N
∑
µ
fˆµi→µl(t)gout(ωtµil, yµl, V
t
µil) , (175)
where we used definition of Btµl→ıl in eq. (59). The message fˆµi→µl(t) are uncorrelated with all the other incoming
messages and also with all the F 0µj for j 6= i. It is, however, correlated with F 0µi and the dependence on F 0µi has to be
hence treated separately. After an expansion in the leading order we obtain
T til/Σ
t
il = X
0
il
1√
N
∑
µ
fˆµi→µl(t)F 0µi ∂zgout(ω
t
µil, h(zµl, wµl), V
t
µil) +
1√
N
∑
µ
fˆµi→µl(t) gout(ωtµil, h(
∑
j(6=i)
F 0µjX
0
jl, w), V
t
µil)
≈ αX0ilmtF mˆt +N (0, 1)
√
αqtF qˆ
t , (176)
where in the first term we defined the new parameter mˆ as
mˆt =
1
M
EF 0,X0,w0
[∑
µ
∂zgout(ω
t
µil, h(zµl, wµl), V
t
µil)
]
. (177)
Using the same kind of analysis as we did for qˆ and χˆ, we find that
mˆt =
∫
dwP0(w)
∫
dp dzN [p, z; qtF qtX , 〈(z0)2〉,mtFmtX ] ∂zgout[p, h(z, w), QtFQtX − qtF qtX ] , (178)
The second term of (176) when averaged over realization of F 0, X0 and w0 behaves as a Gaussian random variable.
In (176) we moreover assumed that
EF 0,X0,w0
 1
M
∑
µ
gout(ω
t
µil, h(
∑
j( 6=i)
F 0µjX
0
jl, w), V
t
µil)
 = 0 , (179)
which is true in all the special cases analysed in this paper, and is also true in general under the Bayes-optimal inference
as detailed in the next section. If the zero-mean assumption (179) did not hold the density evolution equations would
contain additional terms (similarly as if both F and X had non-zero means), see e.g. the state evolution in compressed
sensing for non-zero mean matrices [74]. Under the zero-mean assumption, the variance of the Gaussian variable is
αqtF qˆ
t with qˆt given by (174).
Analogously we have
W tµi/Z
t
µi ≈ pi
√
NF 0µim
t
Xmˆ
t +N (0, 1)
√
piqtX qˆ
t . (180)
With the use of (166-166), (176), (176), and the expressions for messages (102-103) we obtain
Qt+1X − qt+1X =
∫
dX0PX0(X
0)
∫
Dξ fc
[
1
αQtF χˆ
t − α(QtF − qtF )qˆt
,
αmtF mˆ
tX0 + ξ
√
αqtF qˆ
t
αQtF χˆ
t − α(QtF − qtF )qˆt
]
, (181)
qt+1X =
∫
dX0PX0(X
0)
∫
Dξ f2X
[
1
αQtF χˆ
t − α(QtF − qtF )qˆt
,
αmtF mˆ
tX0 + ξ
√
αqtF qˆ
t
αQtF χˆ
t − α(QtF − qtF )qˆt
]
, (182)
mt+1X =
∫
dX0PX0(X
0)
∫
Dξ X0fX
[
1
αQtF χˆ
t − α(QtF − qtF )qˆt
,
αmtF mˆ
tX0 + ξ
√
αqtF qˆ
t
αQtF χˆ
t − α(QtF − qtF )qˆt
]
, (183)
where Dξ = dξe−ξ2/2/√2pi is a Gaussian integration measure. Analogously we have for the F -related order parameters
Qt+1F − qt+1F =
∫
dF 0PF 0(F
0)
∫
Dξ fs
[
1
piQtX χˆ
t − pi(QtX − qtX)qˆt
,
pimtXmˆ
t
√
NF 0 + ξ
√
piqtX qˆ
t
piQtX χˆ
t − pi(QtX − qtX)qˆt
]
, (184)
qt+1F =
∫
dF 0PF 0(F
0)
∫
Dξ f2F
[
1
piQtX χˆ
t − pi(QtX − qtX)qˆt
,
pimtXmˆ
t
√
NF 0 + ξ
√
piqtX qˆ
t
piQtX χˆ
t − pi(QtX − qtX)qˆt
]
, (185)
mt+1F =
∫
dF 0PF 0(F
0)
∫
Dξ
√
NF 0fF
[
1
piQtX χˆ
t − pi(QtX − qtX)qˆt
,
pimtXmˆ
t
√
NF 0 + ξ
√
piqtX qˆ
t
piQtX χˆ
t − pi(QtX − qtX)qˆt
]
. (186)
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The six equations (181-183) together with (173-178) are the general form of density evolution for GAMP in the general
case of matrix factorization. We remind that these equations describe the asymptotic evolution of the algorithm in
the “thermodynamic” limit of large sizes, as long as the matrices X, X0, F , F 0 were generated with iid elements, at
least one of the random variables X and F , and at least one of the X0 and F 0 has zero mean, and the output channel
satisfies the condition (179). The first of these condition is absolutely essential for our approach; the restriction to
zero means is here for convenience, the non-zero means and generic form of output function can be treated with the
same formalism that we have used here, with additional terms.
1. State evolution of the Bayes-optimal inference
To satisfy the Nishimori identities we have to suppose that all the prior distributions are matching the true distribu-
tions from which the signal and noise were generated, i.e. conditions (106) hold. The condition P 0out(y|z) = Pout(y|z)
is equivalent to P0(w) = P (w) and h(z, w) = h
0(z, w). In this Bayes-optimal setting, (106), the asymptotic analysis
simplifies considerably since we have
qtX = m
t
X , q
t
F = m
t
F , (187)
QtX = E[(X0)2] , QtF = NE[(F 0)2] , (188)
χˆt = qˆt = mˆt . (189)
To justify the above statement we need to prove that if (106) is satisfied and (187-189) hold up to iteration t then
(187-189) hold also in iteration t+ 1. This is done in the next two subsections.
In the Bayes-optimal setting, the state evolution simplifies into
mt+1X =
∫
dXPX(X)
∫
Dξ f2X
[
1
αmtF mˆ
t
,
αmtF mˆ
tX + ξ
√
αmtF mˆ
t
αmtF mˆ
t
]
, (190)
mt+1F =
∫
dFPF (F )
∫
Dξ f2F
[
1
pimtXmˆ
t
,
pimtXmˆ
t
√
NF + ξ
√
pimtXmˆ
t
pimtXmˆ
t
]
, (191)
mˆt = −
∫
dwP (w)
∫
dp dz
e
− p2
2mt
F
mt
X e
− (z−p)2
2[〈(z0)2〉−mt
F
mt
X
]
2pi
√
mtFm
t
X(〈(z0)2〉 −mtFmtX)
∂pgout(p, h(z, w), 〈(z0)2〉 −mtFmtX) , (192)
where Dξ is a Gaussian integral dξe−ξ2/2/√2pi. Here we chose to use the expression coming from eq. (182), (185)
and (173), but we could have used any of the other expressions that are equivalent on the Nishimori line. Where mF
and mX are initialized as squares of the means of the corresponding prior distributions
mt=0F = N
[∫
dF FP (F )
]2
, mt=0X =
[∫
dXXP (X)
]2
. (193)
In case the prior distribution depends on another random variables, e.g. in case of matrix calibration, we take
additional average with respect to that variable. If the above initialization gives mt=0F = 0 and m
t=0
X = 0 then this is
a fixed point of the state evolution. This is due to the permutational symmetry between the columns of matrix F and
rows of matrix X. To obtain a nontrivial fixed point we initialize at mt=0F = η for some very small η, corresponding
to an infinitesimal prior information about the matrix elements of the matrix F . Note that this is needed only in the
state evolution, the algorithm breaks the permutational symmetry spontaneously. The same situation appears in an
Ising ferromagnet at low temperature where zero magnetization is a fixed point of the equilibrium equations, but the
physically correct solution to which dynamical procedures converge had large magnetization in absolute value.
Our general strategy in the asymptotic analysis of optimal Bayesian inference and related phase transition is that
the corresponding fixed points must satisfy the Nishimori identities, hence we will restrict our search for fixed points to
parameters lying on the Nishimori line, i.e. satisfying the identities (187-189). When these identities are not imposed
the iterations of the state evolution equations are not always converging to fixed points on the Nishimori line. This
is also reflected in problems with convergence in the GAMP algorithm for matrix factorization. In the algorithm the
Nishimori identities are unfortunately not straightforward to impose.
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2. The input Nishimori identities
Assume that in the state evolution the Nishimori identities (187-189) hold for all iteration times smaller or equal
to t. Out aim is to show that then mt+1X and q
t+1
X computed from (183) and (182) are equal. Recall that
mt+1X =
∫
dX0PX(X0)
∫
Dξ X0fX
[
1
αmtF mˆ
t
,
αmtF mˆ
tX0 + ξ
√
αmtF mˆ
t
αmtF mˆ
t
]
, (194)
qt+1X =
∫
dX0PX(X0)
∫
Dξ f2X
[
1
αmtF mˆ
t
,
αmtF mˆ
tX0 + ξ
√
αmtF mˆ
t
αmtF mˆ
t
]
, (195)
(196)
and the definition of
fX(Σ
2, R) =
∫
dX e−
(X−R)2
2Σ2 X PX(X)∫
dX e−
(X−R)2
2Σ2 PX(X)
=
∫
dX e−
X2
2Σ2
+ R
Σ2
XX PX(X)∫
dX e−
X2
2Σ2
+ R
Σ2
XPX(X)
. (197)
Denoting q˜ = αmtF mˆ
t we have:
mt+1X =
∫
dX0 PX(X0)
∫
Dξ X0
∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +(q˜X0+ξ
√
q˜)XX PX(X)∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +(q˜X0+ξ
√
q˜)XPX(X)
, (198)
qt+1X =
∫
dX0PX(X0)
∫
Dξ
[∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +(q˜X0+ξ
√
q˜)XX PX(X)∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +(q˜X0+ξ
√
q˜)XPX(X)
]2
. (199)
Performing the change of variables ξ
√
q˜ + q˜X0 → ξ
√
q˜ the Gaussian measure become Dξe− q˜X
2
0
2 +ξX0
√
q˜ so that
mt+1X =
∫
Dξ
∫
dX0PX(X0)e
− q˜X
2
0
2 +ξX0
√
q˜X0
∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +ξ
√
q˜XXPX(X)∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +ξ
√
q˜XPX(X)
=
∫
Dξ
[∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +ξ
√
q˜XXPX(X)
]2
∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +ξ
√
q˜XPX(X)
.
(200)
Analogously we obtain
qt+1X =
∫
Dξ
∫
dX0PX(X0)e
− q˜X
2
0
2 +ξ
√
q˜X0
[∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +ξ
√
q˜XX PX(X)∫
dX e−
q˜X2
2 +ξ
√
q˜XPX(X)
]2
= mt+1X . (201)
The proof of mt+1F = q
t+1
F is exactly the same.
The next identity we want to prove is Qt+1X = E[(X0)2]. From the general state evolution equation (181) we get
under conditions (187-189) that
Qt+1X − qt+1X =
∫
dX0PX(X0)
∫
Dξ fc
[
1
αmtF mˆ
t
,
αmtF mˆ
tX0 + ξ
√
αmtF mˆ
t
αmtF mˆ
t
]
. (202)
Using the definition of the function fc(Σ, R) (66), the same change of variables, and resulting cancelations as above
we get
Qt+1X =
∫
Dξ
∫
dX0X
2
0 PX(X0)e
− q˜X
2
0
2 +ξ
√
q˜X0 = E[(X0)2] . (203)
And analogously for Qt+1F = NE[(F 0)2].
3. The output Nishimori identities
Let us now assume that the input Nishimori identities (187-188) are satisfied and we want to show that (189) and
(179) hold.
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We depart from the general expressions (173-178). We notice that for qtF = m
t
F and q
t
X = m
t
X the joint Gaussian
measure for variables p and z in (170-172) can be written as a product of two Gaussian measures. We have in that
case E[ωµl(ωµl − z0µl)] = 0, hence one of the Gaussian has zero mean and variance mtFmtX and the other one mean p
and variance V t = 〈(z0)2〉 −mtFmtX . Furthermore, performing the integration over variable z by parts in eq. (178)
and then using the relation between h(z, w) and Pout(y|z) from eq. (10) and the definition of gout from eq. (56) we
get
mˆt =
∫
dy dp dz Pout(y|z)N (p, z)z − p
V t
∫
dz′Pout(y|z′)(z′ − p)e−
(z′−p)2
2V t
V t
∫
dz′′Pout(y|z′′)e−
(z′′−p)2
2V t
. (204)
Doing analogous manipulations of expliciting the Gaussian measure and using eq. (10) and the definition of gout in
equation (174) we obtain
qˆt = mˆt . (205)
For χˆt we do integration with respect to p by parts and using steps as in the above we obtain
χˆt = − 1
mtFm
t
X
∫
dy dp dz Pout(y|z)N (p, z) p
∫
dz′Pout(y|z′)(z′ − p)e−
(z′−p)2
2V t
V t
∫
dz′′Pout(y|z′′)e−
(z′′−p)2
2V t
+ qˆt = qˆt . (206)
Thanks to a cancelation between the integrals over variables z and z′′ we can perform explicitly the integral over y
(keeping in mind that Pout(y|z′) is a normalized probability distribution). The remaining Gaussian integral is then
zero.
In a analogous manner we prove eq. (179) by noticing that the expectation with respect to F 0, X0 and w0 is exactly
the integral
∫
dy dp dz Pout(y|z)N (p, z).
To conclude, identities (189) and (179) hold in the limit N → ∞. However, as common in statistical physics we
can recall the self-averaging property under which quantities on almost every large (N → ∞) instance are equal to
their averages aver randomness (disorder) of F 0, X0 and w0. This self-averaging then for instance justifies the use of
eq. (108) on large single instances of the matrix factorization problem.
B. Replica method
The replica method is known as a non-rigorous approach to evaluate the typical performance of various Bayesian
inference problems. We here show how this is employed for the matrix factorization problem. We show, as expected
from other problems, that the result of the replica analysis is fully equivalent to the result of the state evolution.
1. Moment assessment for n ∈ N
The expression of the partition function
Z(Y ) =
∫
dFdX
∏
µ,i
PF (Fµi)
∏
i,l
PX(Xil)
∏
µ,l
Pout
(
yµl|
∑
i
FµiXil
)
(207)
constitutes the basis of our analysis. In statistical physics, one can generally examine properties of systems via
evaluation of the free entropy logZ(Y ), which statistically fluctuates depending on the realization of Y in the current
case. However, as N,M,P → ∞, one can expect that the self-averaging property holds and, therefore, the free
entropy density N−2 logZ(Y ) converges to its typical value φ ≡ N−2 [logZ(Y )]Y with probability of unity. This
is also expected to hold for other macroscopic quantities relevant to the performance of the matrix factorization.
Therefore, assessment of φ is the central issue in our analysis.
This can be systematically carried out by the replica method. For this, we first evaluate the n-th moment of Z(Y ),
[Zn(Y )]Y =
∫
dY P0(Y )Z
n(Y ), for n ∈ N utilizing an identity
Zn(Y ) =
∫ n∏
a=1
{dF adXa
∏
µ,i
PF (F
a
µi)
∏
i,l
PX(X
a
il)} × {
∏
µ,l
n∏
a=1
Pout(yµl|
∑
i
F aµiX
a
il)}, (208)
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with respect to the generative distribution of Y
P0(Y ) =
∫
dF 0dX0
∏
µ,i
PF 0(F
0
µi)
∏
i,l
PX0(X
0
il)
∏
µ,l
P 0out(yµl|
∑
i
F 0µiX
0
il), (209)
where we assumed that the functional forms of PF 0(Fµi), PX0(Xil) and P
0
out(yµl|
∑
i FµiXil) may be different from
those of the assumed model PF (Fµi), PX(Xil) and Pout(yµl|
∑
i FµiXil) for generality. When they are equal, which
correspond to the Bayes-optimal setting, P0(Y ) = Z(Y ) holds.
In performing the integrals of 2(n+ 1) matrices (F 0, {F a}na=1), (X0, {Xa}na=1) and Y that come out in evaluating
[Zn(Y )]Y , we insert trivial identities with respect to all combinations of replica indices a ≤ b = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n
1 = M
∫
dqabF δ
(
F a · F b −MqabF
)
(210)
and
1 = NP
∫
dqabX δ
(
Xa ·Xb −NPqabX
)
(211)
to the integrand, where F a · F b ≡∑µ,i F aµiF bµi and similarly for Xa ·Xb. Let us denote QF ≡ (qabF ) and QX ≡ (qabX ),
and introduce two joint distributions
PF ({F a};QF ) = 1
VF (QF )
∏
µ,i
(
PF 0(F
0
µi)
n∏
a=1
PF (F
a
µi)
)∏
a≤b
δ
(
F a · F b −MqabF
)
(212)
and
PX({Xa};QX) = 1
VX(QX)
∏
i,l
(
PX0(X
0
il)
n∏
a=1
PX(X
a
il)
)∏
a≤b
δ
(
Xa ·Xb −NPqabX
)
, (213)
where VF (QF ) and VX(QX) are the normalization constants. These yield an expression of [Zn(Y )]Y as
[Zn(Y )]Y =
∫
dY d(MQF )d(NPQX) {VF (QF )VX(QX)
×
∏
µ,l
(
P 0out(yµl|
∑
i
F 0µiX
0
il)
n∏
a=1
Pout(yµl|
∑
i
F aµiX
a
il)
)
QF ,QX
 , (214)
where [· · · ]QF ,QX denotes the average with respect to (212) and (213). In computing [· · · ]QF ,QX , it is noteworthy
that {F a} and {Xa} follow statistically independent distributions, and either of them has zero mean and both of
them have finite variances from our assumption. These allow us to handle zaµl ≡
∑
i F
a
µiX
a
µi (a = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n;µ =
1, 2, . . . ,M ; l = 1, 2, . . . , P ) as multivariate Gaussian random variables whose distribution is given by
PZ({zaµl}|QF ,QX) =
∏
µ,l
1√
(2pi)n+1 det T exp
−1
2
∑
a,b
zaµl
(T −1) zbµl
 , (215)
where T = (qabF qabX ) ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1). Employing this and evaluating the integrals of QF and QX by means of the
saddle point method yield an expression
1
N2
log [Zn(Y )]Y = extrQF ,QX
{αpiIFX(QF ,QX) + αIF (QF ) + piIX(QX)} , (216)
where
IFX(QF ,QX) = log
(∫ (∫
PZ({za}|QF ,QX)
(
P 0out(y|z0)
n∏
a=1
Pout(y|za)
)
n∏
a=0
dza
)
dy
)
, (217)
IF (QF ) = 1
NM
log VF (QF )
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= extr
QˆF
{
1
2
TrQˆFQF + log
(∫
PF 0(F
0)
n∏
a=1
PF (F
a) exp
(
−N
2
FTQˆFF
) n∏
a=0
dF a
)}
, (218)
IX(QX) = 1
NP
log VX(QX)
= extr
QˆX
{
1
2
TrQˆXQX + log
(∫
PX0(X
0)
n∏
a=1
PX(X
a) exp
(
−1
2
XTQˆXX
) n∏
a=0
dXa
)}
, (219)
and extrΘ {· · · } denotes the operation of extremization with respect to Θ. QˆF = (qˆabF ) ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1) are introduced
for the saddle point evaluation of VF (QF ) and F = (F a) ∈ Rn+1, and similarly for QˆX ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1) and X =
(Xa) ∈ Rn+1.
2. Replica symmetric free entropy
Literally evaluating (216) yields the correct leading order estimate of N−2 log[Zn(Y )]Y for each n ∈ N. However,
we here restrict the candidate of the dominant saddle point to
(qabF , q
ab
X , qˆ
ab
F , qˆ
ab
X ) =

(Q0F , Q
0
X , Qˆ
0
F , Qˆ
0
X), a = b = 0,
(QF , QX , QˆF , QˆX), a = b (a, b 6= 0),
(qF , qX ,−qˆF ,−qˆX), a 6= b (a, b 6= 0),
(mF ,mX ,−mˆF ,−mˆX), a = 0, b 6= 0,
(220)
in order to obtain an analytic expression with respect to n ∈ R. This restricted form is called the replica sym-
metric ansatz, because the different non-zero replica-indices a and b play the same role. It turns out that this
ansatz is equivalent to the assumptions made in the cavity method [12]. After some algebra utilizing a formula
exp(A
∑
a<b u
aub) = exp
(−A2 ∑a(ua)2) ∫ Dξ exp(√Aξ∑a ua) for A ≥ 0, this provides
IFX(QF ,QX) = log
∫ dyDξ
∫ Du0P 0out
y|√Q0FQ0X − m2Fm2XqF qX u0 + mFmX√qF qX ξ

×
(∫
DuPout
(
y|
√
QFQX − qF qXu+√qF qXξ
))n))
, (221)
IF (QF ) = extr
Qˆ0F ,QˆF ,qˆF ,mˆF
{
Qˆ0FQ
0
F
2
+
nQˆFQF
2
− n(n− 1)qˆF qF
2
− nmˆFmF
+ log
(∫
DξdF 0e−
NQˆ0F
2 (F
0)2PF 0(F
0)
(∫
dFe−
N(QˆF+qˆF )
2 F
2+(
√
NqˆF ξ+NmˆFF
0)FPF (F )
)n)}
, (222)
and
IX(QX) = extr
Qˆ0X ,QˆX ,qˆX ,mˆX
{
Qˆ0XQ
0
X
2
+
nQˆXQX
2
− n(n− 1)qˆXqX
2
− nmˆXmX
+ log
(∫
DξdX0e−
Qˆ0X
2 (X
0)2PX0(X
0)
(∫
dXe−
QˆX+qˆX
2 X
2+(
√
qˆXξ+mˆXX
0)XPX(X)
)n)}
, (223)
all of which are analytic with respect to n ∈ R. Substituting these into an identity N−2 [logZ(Y )]Y = limn→0
∂
∂nN
−2 log [Zn(Y )]Y leads to the general expression of the free entropy of the matrix factorization problems. In this,
Q0F = N
∫
dF 0(F 0)2PF 0(F
0) = NE[(F 0)2], Q0X =
∫
dX0(X0)2PX0(X
0) = E[(X0)2], Qˆ0F = 0, and Qˆ0X = 0 are
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enforced for the consistency of limn→0 [Zn(Y )]Y = 1. After taking these into account, the expression becomes as
φ =
1
N2
[logZ(Y )]Y
= extr
αpi
∫
dyDξDu0P 0out
y|√Q0FQ0X − m2Fm2XqF qX u0 + mFmX√qF qX ξ
 log(∫ DuPout (y|√QFQX − qF qXu+√qF qXξ))
+ α
(
QˆFQF
2
+
qˆF qF
2
− mˆFmF +
∫
Dξ dF 0PF 0(F 0) log
(∫
dFe−
N(QˆF+qˆF )
2 F
2+(
√
NqˆF ξ+NmˆFF
0)FPF (F )
))
+pi
(
QˆXQX
2
+
qˆXqX
2
− mˆXmX +
∫
Dξ dX0PX0(X0) log
(∫
dXe−
QˆX+qˆX
2 X
2+(
√
qˆXξ+mˆXX
0)XPX(X)
))}
, (224)
where the extremization with respect to QF , QX , qF , qX ,mF ,mX , and their conjugate variables leads to the same
equations we obtained in the state evolution. Particularly extremization w.r.t. the six conjugate variables gives
eqs. (181-186). Extremization with respect to QF , QX , qF , qX ,mF ,mX gives QˆF = piQX(χˆ− qˆ), QˆX = αQF (χˆ− qˆ),
qˆF = piqX qˆ, qˆX = αqF qˆ, mˆF = pimXmˆ, mˆX = αmF mˆ where χˆ, qˆ, and mˆ are given byt eqs. (173-174) and (178).
3. Simplification in the Bayes-optimal setting
One can generally evaluate thermodynamically dominant values of QF , QX , qF , qX ,mF ,mX by solving the extrem-
ization problem of (224), which is involved with twelve variables including the conjugate variables and therefore is
rather complicated to handle. However, the problem is significantly simplified in the Bayes-optimal setting.
This is because the Nishimori identities allows us to handle F 0 = (F 0µi) and X
0 = (X0il) as if they were the n+ 1-st
replica variables added to the n-replicated system composed of {F a}na=1 = {(F aµi)}na=1 and {Xa}na=1 = {(Xail)}na=1
in the computation of the moment [Zn(Y )]Y =
∫
dY P0(Y )Z
n(Y ) =
∫
dY Pn+10 (Y ). The replica symmetry among
a = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n ensures the following properties:
• mF = qF , mX = qX , mˆF = qˆF , and mˆX = qˆX are satisfied.
• QF = Q0F , QX = Q0X , QˆF = 0, and QˆX = 0 hold for n→ 0.
Substituting these into (224) yields a simplified expression of the free entropy, which is involved with only four
macroscopic variables mF , mX , mˆF , and mˆX , as
φ =
1
N2
[logZ(Y )]Y =
1
N2
∫
dY P0(Y ) logP0(Y )
= extr
{
αpi
∫
dyDξDu0Pout
(
y|
√
Q0FQ
0
X −mFmXu0 +
√
mFmXξ
)
log
(∫
DuPout
(
y|
√
Q0FQ
0
X −mFmXu+
√
mFmXξ
))
+α
(
−mˆFmF
2
+
∫
Dξ dF 0e−NmˆF2 (F 0)2+
√
NmˆF ξF
0
PF (F
0) log
(∫
dFe−
NmˆF
2 F
2+
√
NmˆF ξFPF (F )
))
+pi
(
−mˆXmX
2
+
∫
Dξ dX0e− mˆX2 (X0)2+
√
mˆXξX
0
PX(X
0) log
(∫
dXe−
mˆX
2 X
2+
√
mˆXξXPX(X)
))}
, (225)
where we changed integration variables as
√
NmˆF ξ + NmˆFF
0 → √NmˆF ξ and
√
mˆXξ + mˆXX
0 → √mˆXξ together
with Dξ → Dξe−NmˆF2 (F 0)2+
√
NmˆF ξF
0
and Dξ → Dξe− mˆX2 (X0)2+
√
mˆXξX
0
, respectively. The saddle point conditions
can be summarized via equations that we obtained in the state evolution, notably eqs. (190-192) with mˆF = pimXmˆ,
mˆX = αmF mˆ.
The free entropy (225) would be also obtained from an asymptotic limit of the Bethe free entropy of section IV.
Overall, as usual in statistical physics, the cavity method and the replica method yield equivalent results for the
matrix factorization problem.
VI. EXAMPLES OF ASYMPTOTIC PHASE DIAGRAMS
In this section we use the state evolution derived in section V A 1 to analyze the asymptotic MMSE of the Bayes-
optimal inference in matrix factorization for applications listed in section I D. We restrict our analysis to the Bayes-
optimal inference, i.e. the case where we generate the data as specified in Sec. I D and assume that we know the
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corresponding distributions. In terms of the AMP algorithm and the state evolution this means we can use all
the simplifications that arise under the Nishimori identities. The AMP algorithms for matrix factorization and the
asymptotic analysis derived in sections III and V apply to all the examples, the only elements that are application-
dependent are the “input” functions fX and fF , and the output function gout.
A. Dictionary learning, blind matrix calibration, sparse PCA and blind source separation
In terms of our asymptotic analysis the equations for dictionary learning, sparse PCA, and blind source separation
are very close, see definitions in section I D, these problems basically differ by the region of parameters α, pi that is
of interest. Moreover the dictionary learning can be seen as the η →∞ limit of the blind calibration problem (which
is trivially taken in the equations). We hence group the discussion of these problems in the present section, they all
present the first order phase transition as low measurement noise.
1. Input and output functions
The matrices F and X in our setting of the dictionary learning and sparse PCA problems are generated according
to eqs. (21-22). Using the definitions of the input function fX in eq. (66), and fF in eq. (67) we obtain explicitly:
fF (Z,W ) =
W
1 + Z
, fX(Σ, T ) =
ρ e−
(T−X)2
2(Σ+σ)
√
Σ
(Σ+σ)
3
2
(XΣ + Tσ)
(1− ρ)e−T22Σ + ρ
√
Σ√
Σ+σ
e−
(T−X)2
2(Σ+σ)
, (226)
The functions fc(Σ, T ) and fs(Z,W ) are then obtained from eqs. (68-69).
In case of matrix calibration we have some prior knowledge on the matrix F given by eq. (26). This leads to a
function fF of the form
fF (Z,W ) =
W +
√
NF ′µi
√
1+η
η
Z + 1 + 1η
. (227)
Indeed as the uncertainty in the matrix η →∞ this goes to the fF for dictionary learning or sparse PCA (226).
The output function gout defined in eq. (23) is, for the output channel (56) with additive white Gaussian noise of
variance ∆:
gout(ω, y, V ) =
y − ω
∆ + V
. (228)
For such a simple output function the eqs. (173-178) in the density evolution simplify greatly into
χˆt = mˆt =
1
∆ +QtFQ
t
X − qtF qtX
, qˆt =
∆0 + ρ0(X
2
0 + σ0) + qF qX − 2mFmX
(∆ +QtFQ
t
X − qtF qtX)2
, (229)
which under the simplification of the Nishimori line gives
χˆt = qˆt = mˆt =
1
∆ + ρ(X
2
+ σ)−mtFmtX
. (230)
This is the only equation in the state evolution that explicitly depends on the variance of the measurement noise ∆.
Also eqs. (181-186) simplify for distributions (21) and (26) and using the Nishimori identities they reduce to a pair
of equations
mt+1F =
1
η + pim
t
Xmˆ
t
(1 + 1η ) + pim
t
Xmˆ
t
, (231)
mt+1X = (1− ρ)
∫
Dz f2X
(
1
αmtF mˆ
t
, z
1√
αmtF mˆ
t
)
+ ρ
∫
Dz f2X
(
1
αmtF mˆ
t
, z
√
αmtF mˆ
t + 1√
αmtF mˆ
t
)
. (232)
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Note that indeed only eq. (231) depends on the matrix uncertainty parameter η, and the dictionary learning limit
η →∞ is straightforward. The MMSE of the matrix F , defined in (9), predicted by this state evolution is then EF .
The MMSE of the matrix X, defined in (7), is found equal to EX
EF = 1−mF , EX = ρ(X2 + σ)−mX . (233)
The two sets of initial conditions that we will analyze to investigate the MMSE and the associated phase transitions
are
• Random (uninformative) initialization: mt=0X = 0, and mt=0F = 1/(1 + η). Note that in the limit of dictionary
learning η →∞ this initialization corresponds to a fixed point of the state evolution equations. This fixed point
reflects the N permutational symmetry in the dictionary learning problem, and its instability corresponds to
a spontaneous breaking of this symmetry. In the limit of dictionary learning we will hence initialize the state
evolution with mt=0F being a very small positive constant, and we will see the behavior will not depend on its
precise value.
• Planted (informative) initialization: mt=0X = ρ(X
2
+ σ) − δX , and mt=0F = 1 − δF , where δX and δF are small
positive constants to test the “stability” of the zero MMSE point.
The free entropy density from which we compute the limiting performance of the Bayes-optimal inference in case
of a first order phase transition is expressed from (225) as follows. For simplicity from now on (till the end of this
section VI A) we analyze only the case where the mean of the elements of X0 was zero, X = 0, and the variance of
the nonzero ones was one, σ = 1)
φ(mX ,mF ) = −αpi
2
+
αpi
2
log (∆ + ρ−mXmF ) + αpi ∆ + ρ
∆ + ρ−mXmF
− pi(1− ρ)
∫
Dz log
[
1− ρ+ ρ√
αmF mˆ+ 1
e
z2αmF mˆ
2(αmF mˆ+1)
]
− piρ
∫
Dz log
[
1− ρ+ ρ√
αmF mˆ+ 1
e
z2αmF mˆ
2
]
− α
2
[
pimXmˆ− log
(
1 +
pimXmˆ
1 + 1η
)]
, (234)
where mˆ is given by eq. (230). The dependence on the matrix uncertainty is only in the last term and the limit of
the completely unknown matrix F is easily taken by η →∞.
The simple Eqs. (230)-(234) is all we need at the end to analyze the MMSEs EX and EF of dictionary learning,
blind matrix calibration, sparse PCA and blind source separation problems when the signal X0 and F 0 are generated
according to eqs. (21-22) with X = 0 and σ = 1, ρ is the fraction of nonzero elements in X0, and η is the matrix
uncertainty from (25). The parameter α = M/N is the ratio between number of lines and the number of columns
of F 0, pi = P/N is the ration between number of columns and the number of lines of X0. The output channel has
additive white Gaussian noise of variance ∆, and this information about distributions and their parameters is used
in the posterior likelihood in the optimal Bayes inference.
2. Phase diagram for blind matrix calibration and dictionary learning
a. Identifiability threshold in zero measurement noise: For the noiseless case ∆ = 0, and all positive η > 0, the
linear stability analysis of eqs. (230-232) around the informative fixed point mX = ρ, mF = 1 (i.e. the MMSEs
EF = EX = 0) leads to an update for the perturbations δ
t+1
F = (δ
t
F ρ + δX)/(αpi) and δ
t+1
X = ρ(δ
t
F ρ + δX)/α. By
computations of the largest eigenvalue of the corresponding 2× 2 matrix we obtain that this informative fixed point
is stable if and only if
pi > pi∗(α, ρ) ≡ α/(α− ρ) . (235)
In other words the zero MSE fixed point is locally stable above the counting lower bound (24).
Further we notice that in the low noise limit ∆→ 0, for all positive and finite η, and for mX = ρ−δX , mF = 1−δF
with δX and δF being small positive constants of the same order as ∆ the free entropy (234) becomes in the leading
order (piα − piρ− α) log(∆ + δX + ρδF )/2. For pi > pi∗(α, ρ) this is a large positive value, and a large negative value
for pi < pi∗(α, ρ).
Hence for the noiseless measurements ∆ = 0 the asymptotic Bayes-optimal MMSE is EX = 0 and EF = 0 for
pi > pi∗(α, ρ) for all η > 0. This is a remarkable result as it implies that in the Bayes-optimal setting the dictionary
is identifiable (or an exact calibration of the matrix possible) as soon as the number of samples P per signal element
is larger than the value pi∗(α, ρ) given by the trivial counting bound (24).
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b. Identifiability versus achievability gap: The next question is whether this MMSE is achievable in a computa-
tionally tractable way. To answer this we study the state evolution starting in the uninformative initialization. First
we analyze the behavior of the state evolution when mX = δX , and mF = δF where both δX , and δF are positive
and small, while we also consider η being very large. The linear expansion of state evolution update then leads to
δt+1X = ρ
2αδF /(∆ + ρ) and δF = 1/η + piδX/(∆ + ρ). Hence for η → ∞ the uninformative initialization is in fact a
stable fixed point of the state evolution equations as long as
pi ≤ piF ≡ (∆ + ρ)2/(αρ2) . (236)
This means that for pi∗(ρ, α) < pi < piF (∆, ρ, α) the MMSE is not achievable in the dictionary learning (e.g. when
α < 1 pi∗(0, α) < piF (0, 0, α)) with the approximate message passing presented in this paper. This simple analysis
leads us to the conclusion that a first order phase transition is in play in the dictionary learning problem, and as we
will see also in the blind calibration (η <∞) and sparse PCA (α > 1).
As a side remark let us remind that the limit η → 0 should lead to results known from Bayesian compressed sensing.
In particular in compressed sensing for low noise the matrix X is identifiable if and only if α > ρ. To reconcile this
with the previous results notice that indeed for η = c∆ → 0 with c = O(1) the leading term of the free entropy
becomes pi(α− ρ) log(∆). Hence compressed sensing result is recovered. Whereas for 1 η  ∆ it is the dictionary
learning static phase transition pi∗ = α/(α− ρ) that is the relevant one.
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FIG. 2. Left: Blind matrix calibration: The predicted MSE EF (for the matrix estimation) and EX (for the signal estimation)
corresponding to ρ = 0.2, α = 0.5, ∆ = 0, for three values of η. MMSE is in full lines, AMP-MSE is in dashed lines. The
MMSE jumps abruptly from a finite value to zero at the phase transition point pi∗ (235). However, the AMP-MSE matches the
MMSE only when the sample complexity is larger than the spinodal transition, that takes place at a larger value pis(η) > pi∗.
The AMP-MSE is zero for pi > pis(η). Right: We plot the value of the spinodal transition at which the AMP-MSE has a
discontinuity as function of η for α = 0.5, ∆ = 0 and two different values of the sparsity ρ. Arrows on the left mark the static
transition pi∗ and we see that limη→0 pis(η) = pi∗. In the limit of dictionary learning, η →∞, the spinodal transition converges
to a finite value. Interestingly, for small values of the density, e.g. ρ = 0.05, we see a sharp phase transition in the threshold
pis(η), in this case at η ≈ 68.
c. Phase diagrams for blind calibration and dictionary learning Due to the close link between the two problems,
we shall described the results for dictionary learning together with the case of blind matrix calibration. In both these
cases we are typically trying to learn (calibrate) an overcomplete dictionary α < 1 and a sparse signal X from as few
samples P as possible. We hence first plot in Fig. 2 (left) the MSE for F (in red) and for X (in blue) as a function of
pi = P/N and fixed (representative) value of undersampling ratio α = 0.5, and density ρ = 0.2 in zero (or negligible)
measurement noise, ∆ = 0. We consider several values of matrix uncertainty η (the larger the value the less we know
about the matrix). The AMP-MSE achieved from the uninformative initialization is depicted in dashed lines, the
MMSE achieved in this zero noise case from the planted (informative) initialization is in full lines.
Fig. 2 (right) shows the value of the spinodal transition pis as a function of the matrix uncertainty η. We see
that, as expected, limη→0 pis(η) = pi∗. A result that is less intuitive is that the large η limit is also well defined and
finite limη→∞ pis(η) = pisDL < 0. This means that even in the dictionary learning where no prior information about
the matrix elements is available the dictionary is identifiable with AMP for large system sizes above the spinodal
transition pisDL.
In Fig. 2 (right) we also see an interesting behavior in the function pis(η) for low values of ρ - there is a sharp phase
transition from low η regime, where the AMP-MSE at the transition has a weak discontinuity towards a relatively
low value of MSE, and a high η regime where the discontinuity is very abrupt towards a value of MSE that is close
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FIG. 3. Left: The AMP-MSE of the signal matrix X is plotted against pi and η for the blind matrix calibration at ρ = 0.05,
α = 0.5 and ∆ = 0. The transition as a function of the number of samples pi for fixed matrix uncertainty η is always
discontinuous in this figure, for larger values of η this discontinuity is, however, much more pronounced. Right: The phase
diagram of dictionary learning and blind matrix calibration for α= 0.5 and ∆ = 0. In both cases, the matrix F is identifiable
by the Bayes-optimal inference above the full red line pi∗ = α
α−ρ . However, the system undergoes the spinodal transition pi
s(η)
shown here with a dashed line for dictionary learning (η=∞) and for blind calibration (η finite). Below the spinodal transition,
the MMSE is not achieved with AMP. Notice that for η → 0 the spinodal line converges to pi∗ for ρ < ρCSBP. For all values of η
the spinodal line diverges as ρ→ ρCSBP. The threshold value ρCSBP = 0.317 for α = 0.5 is the (spinodal) phase transition of pure
compressed sensing (when the matrix F is fully known), from [63]. Notice also that in the limit of learning a dictionary with a
very small sparsity, η →∞ and ρ→ 0, the spinodal line converges to pis = 2 whereas the information theoretic transition is at
pi = 1. Such a gap in the low ρ behavior is striking.
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FIG. 4. Dictionary learning with noisy measurements. Left: The MMSE (dashed lines) and the AMP-MSE (full lines) for the
signal matrix X as a function of the number of samples P = piN for α = 0.5, ρ = 0.2 for various values of the measurement
noise ∆. The behavior is qualitatively the same as for the noiseless case, the only difference is that the MMSE at pi > pi∗(∆),
and the AMP-MSE at pi > pis(∆) are no longer strictly zero but rather O(∆). If the additive noise ∆ is large enough, however,
the phase transition disappears and the MMSE=AMP-MSE is continuous (this is the case in this plot for ∆ = 10−2). Right: A
surface plot of the MMSE of the signal EX in the ∆, pi-plane in the case α = 0.5 and ρ = 0.2. Notice how the sharp transition
disappears at large noise where it is replaced by a smooth evolution of the MMSE.
to the completely uninformative value. This behavior is also illustrated in Fig. 3 (left) where we plot the AMP-MSE
as a function of pi and η (for fixed ρ = 0.05, α = 0.5, ∆ = 0).
Fig. 3 (right) depicts the phase diagram of dictionary learning (η →∞) and blind matrix calibration (finite η) we
plot the static threshold pi∗ (η-independent) above which the matrix F is identifiable in full red, and the spinodal
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the MMSE (left) to the AMP-MSE (right) for noisy dictionary learning with α = 0.5 and ρ = 0.2, the
MSE of the signal matrix X is plotted on the ∆, pi-plane. The color-scale is in decadic logarithm of the MSEs. We clearly see
the region where MMSE<AMP-MSE and the one where the two are equal.
threshold pis (for various values of η) above which the AMP identifies asymptotically the original matrix F is dashed
line. Notice that pis(ρ) diverges as ρ → ρCSBP, where ρCSBP is the AMP phase transition in compressed sensing, see e.g.
[63]. This is expected as for ρ > ρCSBP the sparse signal cannot be recovered with AMP even if the matrix F is fully
known.
From now on (also in following subsections) we will discuss only the case η → ∞ when no prior information
about the dictionary F is available. In Fig. 4 (left) we illustrate the results for dictionary learning with non-zero
measurement noise. The situation is qualitatively similar to what happens in noisy compressed sensing [63]. The
first order phase transition is becoming weaker as the noise grows, until some value ∆∗ above which there is no phase
transition anymore and the AMP-MSE=MMSE for the whole range of pi. In Fig. 4 (right) we then plot the AMP-MSE
and the MMSE of the signal X as a function of the noise variance ∆ and pi for α = 0.5 and ρ = 0.2. This surface
plot demonstrates how the sharp transition disappears and is replaced by a continuous evolution of the MSE when
the noise is large. This MMSE is compared to the AMP-MSE for the same case in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 6. Phase diagram for sparse PCA. Left: Spinodal transition pis (upper red, where AMP-MSE goes to zero) and the
optimal Bayes inference transition (lower blue, pi∗ = α∗ = 1 + ρ, where MMSE goes to zero) lines in zero measurement noise
and when α = ρ. Right: AMP-MSE and MMSE of the sparse matrix X in sparse PCA for ρ = 0.5, ∆ = 10−10 and several
values of ratio α as a function of pi.
d. Phase diagram for sparse PCA Sparse PCA as we set it in Section I D is closely related to dictionary learning.
Except that from the three sizes of matrices M , N and P the smallest one is the N – corresponding to the matrix Y
to be of relatively low rank. Hence for sparse PCA we should only really consider α > 1, pi > 1.
Behavior of the state evolution is for this range of parameters qualitatively very similar to the one we just observed in
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the previous section. In Fig. 6 left we treat the case of M = P , i.e. pi = α, with zero measurement noise, and compute
the smallest value for which the matrices F and ρ-sparse X are recoverable for a given ρ. Just as in the dictionary
learning we obtain that the Bayes optimal MMSE is zero everywhere above the counting bound pi = α > 1 + ρ, blue
line in Fig. 6 left. The AMP-MSE is, however, zero only above the spinodal line, depicted in red in the figure. The
gap between the two lines is not very large in this case.
The right part of Fig. 6 shows the AMP-MSE and the MMSE of the signal matrix X for measurement noise variance
∆ = 10−10 and density ρ = 0.5.
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FIG. 7. Blind source separation. At the measurement noise ∆ = 0, pi = 10 we plot the spinodal ρs as a function of α. Above
this line AMP-MSE> 0, whereas below this line AMP-MSE= 0. The static transition line is ρ∗ = 0.9α.
e. Phase diagram for blind source separation In blind source separation, P corresponds to the length of the
signal, N is the number of sources, and M the number of sensors. Typically the signal is very long, i.e. one has
P  N and P  M . The particularly interesting case is when there is more sources than sensors α < 1 in that
case the signal can be reconstructed only if the density of the signal ρ is smaller than a certain value. The counting
bound gives us ρ < α(pi − 1)/pi and this also corresponds to the value under which the MMSE drops to zero under
zero measurement noise. As in the previous case also here we observe a first order phase transition and with AMP
we can reach zero error (in the noiseless case) only below ρs that we depict for pi = 10 as a function of α in Fig. 7.
B. Low rank matrix completion
In the remaining examples we treat cases in which neither F nor X are sparse, ρ = 1, we start with low rank matrix
completion.
In matrix completion the output function gout is eq. (228) for the known matrix elements µl (there is MP of
them), and gout(ω, y, V ) = 0 for the unknown elements µl (there is (1− )MP of them). The input function fX (226)
for non-sparse matrix X, ρ = 1, becomes
fX(Σ, T ) =
XΣ + Tσ
Σ + σ
. (237)
In the state evolution, using the Nishimori identities, we then have
mˆt =

∆ +X
2
+ σ −mtFmtX
, (238)
where  is the fraction of known elements of Y . Moreover for the input function (237) the state evolution equation
for mX becomes
mt+1X =
X
2
+ (X
2
+ σ)σαmtF mˆ
t
1 + σαmtF mˆ
t
. (239)
The equation for mF is the one of (231).
It is instrumental to analyze the local stability of the informative and the uninformative initialization for low rank
matrix completion. For the informative initialization we consider mtX = 1− δtX , and mtF = 1− δtF , where δtX , and δtF
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are small positive numbers. The state evolution update equations at zero noise ∆ = 0 lead to δt+1X = (δ
t
X + δ
t
F )/(α),
and δt+1F = (δ
t
X + δ
t
F )/(pi). The largest eigenvalue of this 2 × 2 system is (α + pi)/(αpi) and hence the informative
fixed point is stable for  > ∗ = (α + pi)/(αpi), which coincides with the counting bound eq. (28). This means that
for  > ∗ the noiseless matrix completion, the matrices F and X can be recovered without error (asymptotically).
For the uninformative initialization we consider mtX = δ
t
X , and m
t
F = δ
t
F , where δ
t
X , and δ
t
F are again small positive
numbers. This time the state evolution equations give δt+1F = piδ
t
X/(1 + ∆) and δ
t+1
X = αδ
t
F /(1 + ∆). Hence the
uninformative fixed point is stable for  < (∆ + 1)/
√
piα. This can indeed be verified in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8. Low rank matrix completion. The MMSE of the signal matrix X is plotted for α = pi (for four different values of this
parameter) in the noiseless (full line) and noisy (dashed lines), with ∆ = 10−2, cases. In zero noise there is a second order
phase transition which coincides with the counting bound, eq. (28), marked by short vertical lines. With non-zero noise there
is no phase transition.
In matrix completion we treat matrices Y of low rank, hence N is much smaller than both P and M . The main
questions concerns the fraction  of elements that need to be known in order for the recovery of X and F to be
possible. In this case we did not identify first order phase transition, as a result we have MMSE=AMP-MSE. At zero
measurement noise we observed a phase transition from a phase of perfect recovery to a phase with positive MMSE,
its position coincides with the counting bound (28), ∗ = (α + pi)/αpi. With non-zero measurement noise, in the
scaling of noise and rank we consider in this paper, the behavior of MMSE as a function of the other parameters is
smooth and derivable (no phase transition). In Fig. 8 we plot an example of the MMSE as a function of the fraction
of known elements  for squared matrix Y , i.e α = pi. We generated the signal elements with zero mean and unit
variance, X = 0, σ = 1.
Our analysis suggest that compared to the cases with non-zero sparsity the low-rank matrix completion is a much
easier problem, at least in the random setting considered in the present paper. The fact that the “counting” threshold
can be saturated or close to saturated in the noiseless case by several algorithms can be seen e.g. in the data presented
in [18].
C. Robust PCA
The input functions are the eq. (226) for matrix F and eq. (237) for matrix X. In robust PCA as defined by (30)
we get for the output function
gout(ω, y, V ) =
y − ω
V
[
1−  ∆s
∆s + V
− (1− ) ∆l
∆l + V
]
. (240)
The state evolution in the Bayes-optimal setting, i.e. using the Nishimori identities, becomes
mˆt =
1
X
2
+ σ −mtFmtX
[
1−  ∆s
∆s +X
2
+ σ −mtFmtX
− (1− ) ∆l
∆l +X
2
+ σ −mtFmtX
]
. (241)
Equation for mtF is (231), and for m
t
X is (239).
In robust PCA the informative initialization is again mtX = 1− δtX , and mtF = 1− δtF , where δtX , and δtF are small
positive numbers. For small noise ∆s and ∆l = O(1) the corresponding fixed point is stable under the same conditions
as for low rank matrix completion, i.e. for  > ∗ = (α+ pi)/(αpi).
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The uninformative fixed point is mtX = δ
t
X , and m
t
F = δ
t
F , where δ
t
X , and δ
t
F are again small positive numbers.
This evolves as δt+1X = αδ
t
F mˆ, δ
t+1
F = piδ
t
Xmˆ, with mˆ = (1 + δs = ∆l − ∆s)/[(1 + ∆s)(1 + ∆l)] in this limit. Hence
for instance for ∆s → 0, ∆l = 1 and pi = α we have that the uninformative fixed point is stable for  < 2/α−1, which
again corresponds to what we observe in Fig. 9.
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FIG. 9. MMSE of the matrix X in robust PCA with α = pi in the noiseless (full line, ∆s = 0, ∆l = 1), and the noisy (dashed
lines, with ∆s = 10
−2, ∆l = 1) cases. The situation is not very different from low rank matrix completion. Indeed in the
noiseless case there is a second order phase transition and the MMSE is zero beyond the counting bound, marked by short
vertical lines. In presence of noise there is no phase transition.
In the example of Fig. 9 we plot the MMSE as a function of the fraction of undistorted elements  in the case
of squared matrix Y , α = pi, the variance of the large distortions ∆l = 1 and two different values of the small
measurement noise ∆s. We see a second order phase transition at the counting bound for ∆s = 0 and a smooth decay
of the MMSE for ∆X > 0.
It is interesting to compare how well robust PCA can be solved with respect to the matrix completion. In both
cases  is the fraction of known elements. The difference is that in matrix completion their position is known, whereas
in robust PCA it is not. Intuitively the R-PCA should thus be a much harder problem. This is not confirmed in our
analysis that instead suggest that robust PCA is as easy as matrix completion, since the zero noise phase transitions
in the two coincide. Moreover, whereas at  → 0 there is no information left in matrix completion (that is why the
MMSE= 1), in robust PCA the largely distorted elements can still be explored and the MMSE< 1. Note, however,
that algorithmically it seems less easy to saturate this theoretical asymptotic performance in R-PCA, see e.g. Figure
7 in [18].
D. Factor analysis
In factor analysis, the input functions fF and fX are the same as the dictionary learning (226) at ρ = 1. The
output function (56) for factor analysis (31) is given by
gout(ωµl, yµl, Vµ) =
yµl − ωµl
ψµ + Vµl
, (242)
where ψµ is the variance of the µ-th component of the unique factor. The variance of unique factor ψµ depends
here on the index µ and does not on the index l, which leads to a slight modification in the derivation of the state
evolution from section V A. For simplicity, we assume that ψµ’s are known; in practice, these should be estimated by
the expectation and maximization scheme in conjunction with GAMP. Then, we obtain, on the Nishimori line
mˆtµ =
1
ψµ +Q0F,µ(X
2
+ σ)−mtF,µmtX
. (243)
mt+1F,µ =
piQ0F,µm
t
Xmˆ
t
µ
1 + piQ0F,µm
t
Xmˆ
t
µ
, (244)
mt+1X =
ασ2〈mtF,µmˆtµ〉µ
1 + ασ〈mtF,µmˆtµ〉µ
, (245)
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FIG. 10. Left: MMSE in factor analysis with ψ1 = 0.5 and ψ2 = 2, α = 2. Right: MMSE of the signal matrix X in factor
analysis at four different values of α = pi at ψ1 = 10
−2 and ψ2 = 1 (dashed lines), and ψ1 = 10−5 and ψ2 = 1 (solid lines).
where 〈·〉µ means the average over ψµ, the variance of the elements of the matrix F is denoted Q0F,µ.
To analytically solve (245), one has to specify the distributions of ψµ and Q
0
F,µ. We set Q
0
F,µ = Q
0
F = 1 for all µ,
and suppose a two-peak distribution for ψ as
Pψ(ψ) = δ(ψ − ψ1) + (1− )δ(ψ − ψ2). (246)
Let us also assume X = 0 and σ = 1. In this case the state evolution can be summarized as
mF1 =
pimXmˆ
t
1
1 + pimXmˆt1
, mF2 =
pimXmˆ
t
2
1 + pimXmˆt2
(247)
mX =
α{mF1mˆt1 + (1− )mF2mˆt2}
1 + α{mF1mˆt1 + (1− )mF2mˆt2}
, (248)
where
mˆt1 =
1
ψ1 + 1−mF1mX , mˆ
t
2 =
1
ψ2 + 1−mF2mX . (249)
The total MMSE is given by EF = 1− (mF1 + (1− )mF2) and EX = 1−mX . Fig. 10 (left) shows the pi-dependence
of the MMSE at α = 2, ψ1 = 0.5, and ψ2 = 2 for  = 0, 0.5, 0.9 and 1.
We analyze again the stability of the uninformative fixed point, (mX ,mF1 ,mF2) = (0, 0, 0), of the state evolution.
Small positive numbers δX , δF1 , and δF2 that give the uninformative initialization mX = δX , mF1 = δF1 , and
mF2 = δF2 evolve under the state evolution as
δt+1F1 =
piδtX
ψ1 + 1
, δt+1F2 =
piδtX
ψ2 + 1
, (250)
δt+1X = αpi
[ 
(ψ1 + 1)2
+
1− 
(ψ2 + 1)2
]
δtX . (251)
These expressions indicate that the uninformative fixed point becomes unstable when αpi
[

(ψ1+1)2
+ 1−(ψ2+1)2
]
> 1. The
critical values of pi given by this condition coincides with the transition point where the MMSE departs from 1 shown
in Fig. 10 (left). As an example of -dependence, we show the MMSE of X at ψ1 = 10
−2, ψ1 = 10−5 and ψ2 = 1
for four different values of α = pi in Fig. 10 (right). Consistently with our analysis, in these cases the uninformative
initialization is always unstable.
The transition associated with the stability of the informative fixed point occurs only when at least one of ψs tends
to be zero. For instance when ψ1 = 0, the informative initialization corresponds to δF1 = 1−mF1 and δX = 1−mX
that are given by
δt+1F1 =
δtX + δ
t
F1
pi
, δt+1X =
δtF1 + δ
t
X
α
(252)
without depending on ψ2. These expressions mean that when  > 
∗ = pi/[α(pi − 1)], the informative fixed point is
stable, consistently with Fig. 10 (right).
The state evolution of factor analysis for the two-peak case is qualitatively similar to that of robust PCA and low
rank matrix completion, but the values of the phase transition points differ.
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VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed various examples of the matrix factorization problem. We obtain a matrix Y that is
an element-wise noisy measurement of an unknown matrix Z = FX, where both Y , and Z are M × P matrices, F is
a M ×N matrix, and X is a N ×P matrix. We have considered the computational tractability of this problem in the
large size limit N → ∞ while pi = P/N = O(1), and α = M/N = O(1). Our analysis concerns the teacher-student
scenario where X and F are generated with random independent elements of some known probability distributions
and we employ the Bayes-optimal inference scheme to recover F and X from Y .
Let us summarize our contribution: We derived the approximate message passing algorithm for matrix factorization.
One version of the algorithm —for calibration and dictionary learning— was reported in [15], and a very related
algorithm called Big-AMP was discussed by [17, 18]. This algorithm is derived from belief propagation. We have
presented the AMP for matrix factorization in several forms in Sections III A, and III B. We have also discussed
simplifications that arise in the Bayes-optimal setting when we can use the Nishimori identities (Section III C), or
when the matrix is large and one uses self-averaging of some of the quantities appearing in GAMP (Section III D).
We focused on the theoretical properties of the AMP algorithm, for a robust practical implementation we refer the
reader to the works [17, 18] that include a very complete report on its performance on a range of benchmarks.
Next to the AMP algorithm we have also derived the corresponding Bethe free entropy in Section IV. The Bethe
free entropy evaluated at a fixed point of the GAMP equations approximates the log-likelihood of the corresponding
problem. We mainly use it in situations when we have more than one fixed point of GAMP, it is then the one with
the largest values of the Bethe entropy that asymptotically given the MMSE of the Bayes-optimal inference. We also
derived a variational Bethe free entropy in Section IV B. This is a useful quantity that can serve in controlling the
convergence of the AMP approach. Alternatively, a direct maximization of this expression is a promising algorithm
itself (see [71] for an investigation of this idea for compressed sensing).
The AMP algorithm for matrix factorization is amenable to asymptotic analysis via the state evolution technique
that was carried out rigorously for approximate message passing in compressed sensing [25]. We derive the state
evolution analysis for matrix factorization using tools of statistical mechanics. In particular we use two approaches
leading to equivalent results the cavity method (Section V A) and the replica method (Section V B). Our derivation
of the state evolution is not rigorous, but we conjecture that it is nevertheless asymptotically exact as is the case in
many other systems of this type including the compressed sensing. The main result of this state evolution are simple
iterative equations that provide a way to compute the MMSE of the Bayes-optimal inference as well as the MSE
reached theoretically in the large size limit by the AMP algorithm. The rigorous proof of the formulas derived in this
paper is obviously an important topic for future work.
The main results of this paper concern analysis of MMSE and AMP-MSE for various interesting examples of
the matrix factorization problem. We analyze the asymptotic phase diagrams for dictionary learning, blind matrix
calibration, sparse PCA, blind source separation, matrix completion, robust PCA and factor analysis. Earlier results
on this analysis appeared in [14, 15]. We find that when one of the matrices F or X is sparse the problems undergo a
first order phase transition which is related to an interesting algorithmic barrier known for instance from compressed
sensing [63].
It is a generic observation that for most of the problems we analyzed the theoretically achievable performance
is much better than the one achievable by existing algorithms. The AMP algorithm should be able to match this
performance for very large systems which is the most exciting perspective for further development of this work. If
successful it could lead to an algorithmic revolution in various application of the matrix factorization.
In this paper we concentrate on the theoretical analysis and not on the performance of the algorithm itself. Some
studies of the performance of some versions of the algorithm can be find in [15, 18]. We, however, observed that the
performance depends strongly on the implementation details and we did not yet found a way to match the theoretically
predicted performance for systems of treatable (practical) size in all cases.
It is worth discussing some of these algorithmic issues in this conclusion. One of the main problems it that the
GAMP algorithm with parallel update presents instabilities that drive its evolution away from the so-called Nishimori
line; see a recent study of this issue in the compressed sensing problem [74]. This can be seen even in the state
evolution when we do not assume explicitly that the result of the Bayes-optimal inference corresponds to a fixed point
that belongs to the Nishimori line. There are ways how to avoid these issues, e.g. we observed that the difficulties
basically disappear when the sequential update of the message passing algorithm from Section III A is used instead of
the parallel one. This, however, does not scale very well with the systems size and our results were hence spoiled by
very strong finite size effects. When learning the M ×N matrix F , and the N × P matrix X we also often observed
that a (very small) number of the P signals Xl were not correctly reconstructed, and these “rogue” vectors in Xl were
polluting the reconstruction of F . An exemple of these finite size effects can be observed in [15].
In the work of [17, 18] a part of the problems with convergence of the corresponding algorithm was mitigated by
adaptive damping (though maybe with not the most suitable cost function, see Sec. IV) and expectation maximization
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learning. Why this is helpful is theoretically explained in the recent work [74] for compressed sensing. However, the
implementation of [18] does not match the theoretical performance predicted in this paper either (we have explicitly
tried for the dictionary learning and robust PCA examples). This shows that more work is needed in order to reach a
practical algorithm able to achieve the prediction at moderate sizes. A more proper understanding of these problems,
and further developments of the algorithm are therefore the main direction of our future work.
variable nodes definition X definition F
variables for elements (1) Xil (1) Fµi
true elements (7) X0il (9) F
0
µi
prior distribution (4) PX(Xil) (3) PF (Fµi)
incoming BP message (43) m˜µl→il(Xil) (44) n˜µl→µi(Fµi)
outgoing BP message (41) mil→µl(Xil) (42) nµi→µl(Fµi)
approximate-BP mean (45) xˆil→µl (47) fˆµi→µl
approximate-BP variance (46) cil→µl (48) sµi→µl
incoming-BP mean (59) Bµl→il (62) Rµl→µi
incoming-BP variance (60) Aµl→il (63) Sµl→µi
mean-input function (66) fX (67) fF
variance-input function (66) fc (67) fs
incoming mean (88) Til (89) Wµi
incoming variance (88) Σil (89) Zµi
GAMP estimate of mean (102) xˆil (103) fˆµi
GAMP estimate of variance (102) cil (103) sµi
SE magnetization (160) mX (160) mF
SE overlap (161) qX (161) qF
SE variance (162) QX − qX (162) QF − qF
factor nodes definition output
matrix to factorize (1) zµl
output (2) yµl
output probability (2) Pout(yµl|zµl)
output realization function (10) h(z, w)
cavity variance of zµl (53) Vµil
cavity estimation of zµl (54) ωµil
output function (56) gout(ω, y, V )
variance of zµl (90) Vµl
estimation of zµl (91) ωµl
SE output q (169) qˆ
SE output χ (168) χˆ
SE output m (177) mˆ
TABLE I. Glossary of notations with the number of equation where the quantity was defined or first used.
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